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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government not any agency thereof, or any of their
employees, makes any warranty, espreued or imphed, or assumes any legal habehty of to
sponsibihty for any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed en this report, or represents that its use by such third party would
not mfringe privately owned sights.

The views expressed in this report are not necessarily those of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of the lack of integration in the nucicar power ,

decision-making proccos in the United States is the subject of
this study. The three institutions with the greatest influence
on commercial nuclear power generation include the utilitico,
the Nuc1 car Regulatory Commicsion (NRC) and the ctate public
utility commissions (PUCo). The diverse objectives of the three
institutions are difficult to satisfy without producing con-
flict. This has contributed to inefficiencec and delaya in nu-
clear plant construction and operation, gapo in quality aucut-
ance, and may also result in compromisen to public health and i

safety. This report reviews the perspectives of each of thece
institutions and provideo recommendations for improvemento. Par-
ticular emphasis is given to recommendations that Nhc might con-
cider to help alleviate the potential for adverse impacts on
public health and saf ety resulting f rom a disaggregated nucicar
power decision-making proccos.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
;

; The utilitien, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NHC), and Public
; Utility Commissions (PUCn) are the three instituttors that have
! the greatest influence on the nuclear power decision-making proc- '

; ecs. Ilowever , this procena lacks coheciveneos, and the diverse
! objectives of the three institutions are difficult to natisfy :

without producing conflicto. This has contributed to inefficien-i

j cies and delayo in nucicar plant construction and operation and !

] gaps in quality assurance. !

The lack of integration in the industry han contributed ma- !

| terially to inef ficiencien, delayn in construction, and quality
annurance problems. The utility industry contains a large number

,

i

3 of companica that vary widely in size, capabilitten, regional
interento, and approachen to building or operating nucicar power'

!
,pl ant o. It is an industry that built mostly one-of-a-kind planto |

| and whose few standardized planto nometimen varied in major '

aspecto due to dif f erenceo in the balance of plant. The lack of
standardization limited the transfer of experience from one util-
ity to another and also made otandardized regulatory treatment
difficult. Lack of integration applien not only to the utility Ij

companies, but also to their regulators, both federal and state. ,

There is little formal or informal interaction between the ItCo |
and NRC, yet both regulatorn focue directiven that may be con- l

.
flicting for the nuclear utilitico. Problemo, such no potential t

! comprominen to public health and safety or quality accurance
| gaps, may renuit from thin lack of regulatory integration.

| To provide a broader peropective that helps to explain how state i
and federal regulatory influence evolved over time and renulted'

! in disaggregated decision making, a historical review in provided
1 in Chapter 2.0. The review beginn with discunnions on major f ed-
! eral legislation most applicable to nuclear power decision mak- |

ing; this includen (1) the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (2) the+

Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, (3) the National Environmental
! Policy Act of 1969, and (4) varioun other environmental protec- !
! tion lawa. Several other pieces of f ederal legislation, applic-
d

. able to all electric utilitien, are also significant and are thun
discuoced; thene include the Public Utility Act of 1935 and the,

; Public Utilitico Regulatory Policy Act of 1978. t

i

i i

| |
>
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Othor major fodarol regulatory influancon cre not baccd directly
| on leginiation but arise from federal agency regulatory mandaten.

Section 2.3 is devoted to tracing changen in NRC's regulatory ,

influence over nuclear utilitien in the 1970s and 1980s. It de- ,

scribes the increased scope and reach of NRC regulator.y review,
particularly af ter the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) in
1979, and discussen the effect of the expanded review on the
utilities.

The role of state regulation in also reviewed in Chapter 2.0.
The origina of state regulatory authority are briefly reviewed-

and contrasted with the authority exercised by the federal govern-
ment. The primary function, responnibilition, and interent of
the PUCo are described, and conflicts that arine between state
and federal regulatorn are discunced. Factorn that intennified

,

the conflicting interents and poropectiven between utilitten and'

their state and federal regulatorn are detailed. The discunnion
'

focusen, in rart, on intensified economic prennuren (nome of
which were hlghly politically motivated) from the roco, which ;

centered on reducing nuclear construction and operation conto. |

Many PUCo delayed or denied rate increase requesta by utilition i

and initiated lengthy prudency investigation of past utility
management decisions to determine whether to allow inclunion of
invented utility money in the rate bano. NRC added to the eco-
nomic prennuten by more stringent and demanding regulatory re-
vicwn and requiremonto (particulary the poorly controlled wa,ve of
backfitting requiremento af ter the accident at TMI) that gener-
ally enchewed connideration of economic impacts,

,

i
These conflicting regulatory prensures on the utilitien created a

i potential for comprominen in plant saf ety and reliability. Some
of the utilition contributed to the intennified pressures from'

,

their state and federal regulatorn. For example, cont increanen
'

were poorly constrained, contractors were not tightly monitored,
utility managements f ailed to inntill a corporate " culture" thata

| would maintain accountability and responnibd11ty for high ntan-
i dards and quality annurance, and the dif ferencen between building

a nuclear plant vernus a coal plant were underentimated. Never-,

J theless, many utilitien with well-managed nuclear planto found
themselven in trouble caunod by factora external to their control'

! nuch an inflation, high interent roten, and regulatory influence.
Concerns arose that utilition aqueezed by regulatorn might try to.

cut cornero by, for example, cutting back on plant maintenanco
expendituren.

The federal government han vital interento in the nuclear rower i

industry, yet it han failed to defino a role for ituolf in the
problem of dinaggregation. Varioun parts of thin innuo are being
addreused, but there in no organized, contralized approach to tho

{ matter. j

Unlenn better coordination can be encouraged, the accusationn [
between the utilition, NRC, and the PUCn could continuo to breed

;

i !

!
'
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! ;
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moro distruct cnd to encourago adversarial relations. What has
resulted f rom the combination of thcoe institutional and regula-
tory influenceo in that utilitico are reluctant to accume thei'
high riska, both economic and regulatory, to commit themselves to :

constructing nuclear planto in the future. Chapter 2.0 provideo !
several examples of proposed initiativen by come ut ilitico, which
are forecacting a need for power, to bypass traditional state PUC
reviews, in f avor of Federal Energy Regulatory commionion re-

; viewo, in constructing coal planto and celling the electricity.

Many of the problemn that led to the dicaggregation of intercatoc

q and responsibilitien have been previously analyzed. In Chapter |
! 3.0, IEAL reviewo previous recommendations for improvemento that 1

i could be made by the nuclear utilitico and their state and feder- f

: al regulators. These recommendations emphauire changen intended
j to improve quality accurance in reactor construction and opera- i

i tions (enhancing plant safety), make the licensing proccou more |
1 efficient and effective, reduce conto, enhance cervice reliabil- |

| ity, and improve the industry's health. Ilow eve r , none of these :
recommendations help to focus on changen that would resolve the l4

i lack of integration problema. Thooc recommendations that could !
be generally implemented within the nuclear industry's present

|

! atructure and within existing regulatory authority are identi-
'

! fled. The criterion used to diocern whether a recommendation
! could be implemented in the existing environment 10 whether it
! would require new federal or state legislation. Progreco that
, has been made in implementing these ideas, in whole or in part by ;
I

INPO, NRC, or othoro, in also referenced and progreen noted.

While Chapter 3.0 f ocuoco primarily on colving generic problems
of utilitico and the f ederal and state regulatoro, Chapter 4.0

| provideo a more in-depth discunnion and analysis of how a number
of specific utilities undertook comprehensive efforts to addreon

1

! economic and management concerno by consolidating their re- '

| cources. An in the previous chapter, the colutione discuoned I

i herein f ocus on resolving problemn at a single cource, in thio
; case the utility, and do not addreco the problem of the lack of
.

integration between nuclear utilitico and their ntate and federal |

| regulationo caused by differing intercato, incentivoo, and re-
oponsibilitien.

! Pour case studien are included in Chapter 4.0 in which public or i

private ut.111tien have consolidated their resourcen, or have>

'

attempted to do so, to build and operate electric power planto 7

more economically. Each review describes rencono f or consoli-
1 dation, major evento or projecto in the history of the concoll-

,

dated entity, the centralization of management and deciolon- |
making authority that resulted, and the 1cvel of unanimity '.

'

achieved among the project participanto. The analynes focun in
i particular on how well the project participanto achieved their

initial consolidation objectiven and on how f actors auch no
i unanimity and centralization af f ected their cucceos. The four
,

i

I

l }
!

I vill i
I

L
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cocan ctudicd includa (1) YankOo Atomic Eloctric Company, (2)
Northeast Utilities, (3) Washington Public Power Supply System,
and (4) Empire State Power Renourcen, Inco r po r ated.

t

The case ntudien reviewed nuggest that under the right circum-
'

istances, consolidation goals can be achieved succennf ully by a
variety ( f methods. One important characteristic in all canen,
however, in that the organization created providen a strong,

'
centralized decision-making structure. Although project parti-
cipants may share the name fundamental inventment objectiven --
prenumably why they decided to consolidate -- centralized pro-
ject-related decision-making in important to prevent disagree-
ments over specific matters, not related to major corporate
policy, f rom causing costly delayn in project activities. In

'addition, the opportunity to centralize the design, construction,
and operation of the plant would also renuit in major navings of
resourcen. Even in a situation where utilitien are charing the
capital coats of a project without any organizational af filia-
tion, such centralization in important and could be achieved if
one participant is allowed to annume the lead role on the projecti

i and make the necennary decisions in a timely fashion. Ilow eve r ,
in order to be accepted in auch a role, the lead participant
would have to be a major owner of the plant and have substantial
experience and qualifications to undertake a large project, in-
cluding the ability to manage other chare owners and annure their
continued participation. The participants with smaller charen of
the project would chare the name investment objectiven and be
willing to relinquish the lead of authority in exchange f or the
chance to own part of the plant, but play a more pannive role.

! The key concern in that the varioun utility inventorn continue to
chare their original invettment objec*iveu no that unanimity in
maintained on major golicy and investment decisionn. This in
more likely to be achieved if the inventors consolidate into one
large company with one management an opposed to forming a jointly L

owned nubsidiary.

j In the most succennf ul projects, it han been found that the hent
means of preventing differencen of opinions from couning major
rifts among participants in to maintain a conservative inventment
and management plan that enables participanto to continue to have

| the name inventment objectiveu in spite of such potentially divi-
nive effects. The dif ficulty has arinen in predicting the ef f ect
of certain external factorn. In light of nuch uncertaintion, it
han been found that the better managed utility han not committed

j to a large chare of a facility unlena it han strong confidence,
based on past experiencen that its resources will not be unduly
strained, possibly changing its investment prioritten it s elec-
trical demand dropa, interent raten rice, project conto increane,,

or other divisive f actors come into play. In determining the1

f

1

l

|

1x
: i

I
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! cppropricto lovol of cubocciption to o largo capital intonnive
facility, the better managed utility has made conservative annump-
tions about (1) the growth in demand and interent raten and (2)
the accuracy of its cost projections,

j Another f actor found to have potential for a large impact on the
ability to achieve consolidation goals is the size of the or-
ganization created. While greater resources will allow utilitten jto make investments that take advantage of economien of scale, it
in unlikely that thene benefits can be accrued without limit. To
determine the optimal organization size, par ticipanto could re-
view demand forecasta throughout the region as well an long-term
excean capacity margins for each utility. Furthermore, the size

1

of potential participanto could be caref ully scrutinized no that f
no sponsor subscriben to a chare of new capacity unlena it in '

affordable to them. Finally, participanto could place priority
on ensuring that their long-term investment objectiven are nimi-
lar no that membern will be able to achieve unanimity on innuen
and management will be able to make decisions on behalf of all
participants.

|

In conclusion, these case ntudien have demonstrated that a con-
servative investment strategy (based on lennonn Icarned) coupled
with a superior, contralized management plan in the best f ormula ,

for utilizing economien of scale and ensuring that consolidation !goals are achieved. The lennonn learned f rom these case studien
help to provide insights on how ef f ective consolidation of util-
ity resources can help utilitien provide reliabic imwor at rea-
nonable conto, and with acceptable economic rinks. Nonetheleno,
even if all utilitien were wllling and abic to take advantage of
thene lennons, the problems of disaggregated interests, responni-
bilitien, and incen.iven between utilitien and their state and
f ederal regulators would remain. Current views on how to al- ileviate the disaggregation problem are the subject of Chapter
5.0. For thin chapter, 14 U.S. utilition, two large architect-

,

engineering firma, five nuc1 car and/or electric utility organiza-
tions, and two PUC representativen were interviewed. To enhance
the candid nature of the material presented, namen or organiza-
tions any of the persono interviewed are not identified. The
utility representativen interviewed were either top management
executiven or senior managern one or two layern below the Chief
Executive level. They exprenced their viewpoints f rom personal
experience and, thun, did not necennarily provide IEAb with
of ficial company views.

The utilitica ranged from those that have had very favorabic ex-
periences with constructing and operating nucicar plants (and

1

were, for the most part, willing and able to chare with or nell
|their nervicen to othern) to utilitten that experienced varying )degreen of difficultica in plant conntruction or operation. !Eleven of the utilitien were inventor-owned utilitten, answering

to their state'n PUCo, while three were municipal utilitien,
,

answering to their municipal utility boards or districts. The '

following summary in a representative collection of commento f rom
those interviewed.

x
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Views on tho industry problems and poonible improvcmonto it could
support spanned a broad range of views but focused on several key
themes:

1. The majority of those interviewed thought that industry
should expand and enhance the role of industry-oponsored
organizations such as the Institute for Nuclear Power

Resources Committee (NUMARC) .gcar Management and Human
and the NucOperations (INPO)

2. Industry must take the initiative to improve itself and
must encourage improvements by its weaker nuclear util- ,

ities. ;

! 3. There is need for a metno of transferring a succconful ;

j management " culture" irem one utility to another. How- |
' ever, this is recognized an very dif ficult to achieve. I

,

4. Utilities need to give more emphasis to improving their
accountability for their operations, including the qual-
ity, coats, and schedule of work anoigned to contractors.

,

5. Standardization of plant decigns would be highly de-
; cirable, but without a national consensus on what this ,

would entail, it will never happen. !1

1

1 6. Existing regulatory, institutional, and financial prob-
; leme greatly inhibit investmento in new nuclear planto.

Improvements in PUC relationships with the utilitico and NRC are
also discuoced. These focused, in particular, on the following
themen4

!

1. The PUCo need to have a better understanding of NHC'o |
,

j f unctions and the utility's recponsibility to comply with
NRC regulationn.

; 2. Unqualified PUC commincionern can present problems;
elected commissionern that have to be recponnive to4

short-term public opinion are of particular concern.
1

.
,

"A minority of utilition we vluited exprecced dissatisfaction i
i

,

with INPo's aggressive approach. Thelt complainto centered
'

'

| around annoyanceo with having an outside organization telling
them what corrective actiono should be taken. Ironically,

i

| those utilities were the onen that could benefit f rom INPO's
; acolctance. ,

s

t

:
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3. A bottor consancuo nacds to ba created cmong utilitico,
PUCs, the financial community, and the public regarding
the treatment of utility expenditures and the need for
power.

4. The PUCs and NRC need to have more f requent contact with |
each other regarding the utilitica they mutually regu-
late.

Finally, the need for improvement in NRC's interf ace with the
utilities and P1Co are also presented. The major themes were:

1. Readiness reviews are viewed as a particularly attractive
NRC tool for approving plant construction.

2. NRC management of late allegations and its own whistle-
blowere needs improvements.

3. NRC needs to do a better job of explaining its require-
ments to the state regulatory agencien and to the public.

4. There is still a need for more consistent regulatory
direction between the NRC regions, between the regions
and headquarters, and between various staff at head-
quarters.

5. High turnover of NRC staff results in delays and other
problems for the utilitico.

6. NRC's system of fines is not ef f ective and needs im-
provement.

7. NRC needs better management controlo, exhibiting some of
the same needs the utilitico have in this regard.

8. NRC's regulatory proccas in unnoccocarily burdened by
1cgalictic requiremento; the cystem should be critically
reviewed.

The conclusions and recommendations for this study are contained
in Chapter 6.0. The conclusions addreon changen seen as needed
for the utilities, NRC, and the PUca. The utilition have avail-
able recources that can be or are being used to restore industry
confidence in the nuclear option. Some promising industry initia-
tiveo are aircady underway, but there in more the industry can do
and should be doing to help itself. A limited campling of large
utilition that have completed nuclear projecto with pannable to
excellent resulta suggesto that some of these have anocto that
could be made available to other utilitico. These renourcen

xii
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i

I

i oro largaly undar-utilizcd. Soma utilities have baon transfer- i

! ring these assets to others by lending of personnel. The primary :
problem in lending people has been found to be the different'

corporate cultures that can make the inserted team ineffective..

j At present, the most effective means of transf erring experienced '

i people.to companies in trouble is as new managers or employees
other than on loan. The effectiveness of new key personnel is

i highly dependent on the circumstances of the organizations and
,

projects they are hired to join.i

Other means of cooperation, without transferring or marketing per- |
.

! sonnel and/or services, are also available and could be used to ;

i enhance the exchange or sharing of experience. This includea
) more solid and unif orm support of INPO throughout all nuclear

utilities. This institution presently serves as the keystone of
| utility initiatives and has been very useful in setting standards -

of excellence for the nuclear industry. INPO represents indus- i
;
' try's efforts to police itself by using audits to pinpoint prob- |

1 ems in construction, operation, and management. INPO's capabili- I

ties in auditing operations were developed early and succeeded |

! well. More recently, upon request f rom some utilities, INPO also ;

began to provide audits of construction and construction manage- !;
I

! ment.
i'

f NUMARC is another important utility initiative. Since NRC han i
|provided NUMARC with the opportunity to prove that an industry-
!; sp nsored effort can reduce the need for detailed NRC regula-

tions, the success of NUMARC's ef forts is critical to (1) proving
that the industry can assume a leadership role in assuring qual-
ity of performance and (2) proving that other industry-sponsored i

1 programs can displace NRC regulations in other arean outside !i

iNUMARC's scope.;

Neither NRC nor any other authority can successfully regulate ;
;

quality into a utility. It is generally recognized by industry (
,

executives that (1) the initiative will need to come f rom within j'

j the utility organization itself and (2) to improve their reputa-
tion and standing in the view of the public, the regulatorn, and ;

;

j Wall Street, the industry an a whole will need to annume the re- |

. cponsibility for improving the performance of the weaker utili- '

i ties. Industry's best opportunity to improve its image today ,

i lies in its recognition of the need to promote corporate culturen {
that are dedicated to high quality of work and the philonophy of f!

; "doing it right the first time." Only when the induntry in per- )

ceived to be providing the leadership and follow-through necen- i
i

I
I cary for ensuring excellence and quality in all aspects of nu-

!clear power construction and operation will NRC's role and mis-
i

j sion of overseeing the protection of public health and cafety be .

'

|
able to undertake come fundamental changen. Moreover, if utili-

i
ties can attain credibility for the prudent management of their .

nuclear activitien, then the PUCo, especially thone lenn af f ected :4

j by political influence, may be able to respond more f avorably to !

;

|
rate increase requests.

I

:
.

a ;
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!

! Existing utility self-help initiatives seem to be working, and
other areas could enhance this effectiveness. For example, the
industry may want to broaden its scope beyond studying generic
human factors issues and perhaps also consider generic hardware
issues. Continuing movement in industry self-help initiatives is
to be commended and encouraged and will help to promote an empha-
cis on quality from within the industry.

One area in which NRC could initiate useful changes would be to
develop an aggressive program for encouraging better coordination
and communication between NRC and the PUCo. For example, this
could take the form of p riodic educational workshops for collab-
orating on ideas and jointly addressing problem incuen, similar
to NRC's program with its Agreement states. More informal meana
of encouraging communication might also be effective. This in-
itiative deserven serious study.

In its Ford Amendment Report to Congress on quality assurance,
tNRC recognized that good management is critical to having a well-

run and high-quality nuclear utility. However, NRC, a federal
regulatory body manned by highly scientific, technical staff, is

l not especially qualified to detect and analyze management defi-
ciencies or to prescribe solutions to them. NRC could, however,
alter its incentive structure so that good performance records
are encouraged. NRC is now considering reducing routine plant
ins pections for plants with good performance recorda. This idea
is bighly recommended. NRC might want to consider undertaking a
pilot program with three or four of the better performing utili- '

ties to tent which incentiven would be mont effective in reward-
ing performance without sacrificing regulatory review; ample feed-
back from test utilitien would be necoccary to make such deter-,

minations.
.

The impicmentation of regulatory reform measurca (such as the
backfit rule and regulatory reform 1cginiation), which are de-
signed to bring stability and predictability into the licenning
procena, should be pursued. This task will become easier if the
utilities are abic to build a record of good performance. Sta-
bilizing the regulatory proccan should help NRC's relationship
with industry, and industry's relationships with the PUCo and
with Wall Street.

NRC could also utilize industry audit and advisory capabilition
to identify options for delegating more overnight to INPO and its
member utilitten. By taking advantage of this capability, NRC
could simplify and streamline its regulatory procesa and, if done
ef fectively, could stimulate lean f ormal communication betwcon
NRC and the induntry and also enhance the public'n trunt in the
regulatory proccan.

i

i
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Not only cro chcngaa in fsdarol regulation critical to achieving
- better integration in the nuclear industry, but changes in state !

regulation are also needed. The PUCs need to give greater con- !
eideration to the long-range economic implications of their regu- |

,
'

latory decisions. Regulatory incentives that incorporate the'

long-range view are of ten more ef fective in getting utilities to
. make changes that resolve the source of the problem; short-range

"

! incentives of ten address only the symptoms, cause unnecessary j
) financial burdens, further alienate relations with utilities, and t

may have adverse impacts on overall plant reliability and opera-.

! tions.

i Many PUCs have incorporated incentive regulations that are aimed
' ct (1) punishing poor performers, (2) rewarding good perf ormers,
i or (3) both. Those regulations that aim at the first method but '

"

i
not the second are viewed by utilities as f ar less ef f ective.

'

Incentive regulations vary widely but generally tie financial
rewards or penalties to utility ef ficiency in plant construction*

cnd operation. Presently, approximately 15 states use perfo
,

|ance incentives aff ecting approximately 35 nuclear reactore.{m-
4

While NRC's Of fice of State Programs has a program in place to i

keep track of changing state PUC regulations, this effort is j
'

largely for monitoring proposed performance regulations and their |

eventual effect on plant safety once implemented. The NRC staff ;
,

i in charge of these efforts occasionally establish inf ormal con-
| tact with state PUCs, and their consultants, but do not promote

formal and regular communication between the NRC and PUCo where i'

problems of mutual interent could be discussed.

The motivation behind many of the PUC prudency investigationo is
highly political, and it would be impractical to expect thenc<

tendencies to wane an long as plant construction (and son.; tin en
operation) costs remain high. The long-held socini compacto |

.
between PUCa and utilitien are apparently not always valid under
today's financial and political precoures. Unleno the utilitico,4

PUCs, and perhaps even the NRC can work out alternative arrange-
ments, involving firm and legal agreements before a plant in

j buil t, regarding accountability for costs and responsibilities f

i f or quality control, it is unlikely that any utility will risk
building another nuclear plant under existing regulatory and eco- ,

.

nomic constraints. [
] I

For example, state certification procedures could be reviewed to I'
'

| provide more guaranteen that the PUC will allow the approved
plant into the rate base in exchange for agreements from the i

1 utility to meet certain perf ormance or cost targets. This con-
cept could possibly be linked with mini-prudency reviews, similar |

; to the Readinens Review concept at NRC, whereby PUCa could pro- t

vide reviewn in incremental stagen an a plant is being built. ,;

! Finally, to facilitate this iden, PUC representativen should meet
i periodically with NRC to discuno licensing innues of common con-

cern. Confidence in NRC's regulations, innued to annure public
;

i
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h:alth cnd scfoty, can be undarmin2d by careleco or counter-
productive economic regulatory incentives issued by the PUCs. To
ensure that the twin goals of safety and favorable economics are
each pursued mindful of the other, a better dialogue needs to be
established between NRC and the PUCs. ,

,

1

In summary, the analysis of this report emphasizes that the re-
lationship between the utilities and NRC will be more construc-
tive if the utility industry is able to upgrade the performance
of its weaker performing utilities. Although it is commonly
recognized that NRC cannot regulate these reforms into utilities,; ,

there are several key changen that NRC could undertake to help '

alleviate the problemn that result from a lack of integration in
the nuclear power decision-making process. IEAL recommends that
NRC: |

1. Support and encourage ef fective industry self-help ini-
;

tiatives such as INPO and NUMARC.

2. Not try to regulate in mattern in which it han little ex-
pertiso -- like certifying ef fective means for managing

| nuclear power planto by utility executives.

3. Continue ef forts to stabilize and introduce predictabil-
ity into its licensing prococo; this includen a continua-
tion of HRC's ef forts to encourage standardized plant de-
signs.

4. Study and implement means of catablishing more effective
and formal means of communicating with PUC represento-

! tiven to induce both institutions to work together toward
common goals. NRC must aggressively pursue thin initia-
tive to halt uncoordinated and poonibly conflicting state
and federal regulatory directiven given to utilitien.

5. Continue ef forts already underway that are designed to
; minimize regulatory burdenn on the better performing

utilities.

6. Recognize that adverse and unavoidabic financial pren-
sures induced on utilition may have cerious aide effectn
that could reduce plant nafety; in short, NRC should in-,

corprate economic effecto in evaluating its regulatory
decision directiven.

7. Make better une of industry audit and advicory capability
to identify options for more officient regulation and to
ensure protection of public health and safety.,

i

l

i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) contracted for this study
in response to several particular concerns raised in NRC's April
1984 Report to Congress on improving quality ausurance. These
concerns addressed the potential conflicts between the state Pub-
lic Utility Commission's (PUC's) financial obj ectives and NRC's
interests in ensuring public health and saf ety.
The NRC sponsor for this study is the Of fice of Inspection and
Enforcement, Division of Quality Assurance, Vendor and Technical
Training Center Programs. The authority of NRC to conduct broad
inquiries in this area of study is derived f rom the Atomic Energy
Act, Chapter 1, " Declaration, Findings, and Purpose," Section
2.d:

The processing and utilization of source, byproduct, and
special nuclear material must be regulated in the national
interest and in order to provide for the common defense and
security and to protect the health of the public.

The overall purposes of this study are to (1) explore the institu-
tional and legal relationships between the utilities, NRC, and
state PUCs, (2) help clarify how potential conflicts between
public health and safety and plant economics might arise (and the
disincentives to safety and quality assurance problems they could
cause), and (3) provide recommendations for resolving these
conflicts.

1.2 D ACKG ROUND

There are six major components of the nucicar industrial /
governmental /public decision-making system. These include (1)
the utilities and their nuclear service and support organizations
such as the vendors, architect-engineers, etc., (2) the state
PUCs, (3) the NRC, (4) the investment community, (5) the public,
and (6) the Administrative, Judicial, and Legisintive Branches of
the federal government. Ilow eve r , only three of these components

i
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have the most direct and most significant effect on the control
over and operations of nuclear power plants: the NRC, the utili-
ties, and the PUCs. If all nuclear power plants were built (1)
to meet public health and saf ety requirements, (2) without qual-
ity assurance problems, '(3) on time, (4) within budget, (5) with-
out the need to. backfit new saf ety requirements,. and (6) without
requiring rate hikes, these three institutions would achieve
their objectives with f ew conflicts or conf rontations. This
synergism has not happened. Instead, nuclear power decision-
making generally lacks cohesiveness, and the scattered objectives
of the three main institutions involved are difficult to satisfy
without producing conflicts. Inef ficiencies and delays in nu-
clear plant construction and operation and gaps in quality as-
surance are due in part to this lack of cohesiveness.

The lack of integration in the industry has' contributed materi-
ally to inefficiencies, delays in construction, and quality as-
surance problems. - The utility industry contains a large number
of companies that vary widely in size, capabilities, regional in-
terests, and approaches to building or operating nuclear power
pl ant s. It is an industry that built mostly one-of-a-kind plants
and whose few standardized plants sometimes varied in major
aspects due to differences in the balance of plant. The lack of
standardization limited the transfer of experience from one util-
ity to another and also made standardized regulatory treatment
difficult. Lack of integration applies not only to the utility
companies, but also to their regulators, both federal and state.
There is little f ormal interaction between the PUCs and NRC, yet
both regulators issue directives that may be conflicting for the
nuclear utilities. Problems, such as potential compromises to
public health and saf ety or quality assurance gaps, may result
f rom this lack of regulatory integration. Brief descriptions of
how each of these three institutions (utilities, NRC, and PUCs)
helped contribute to this lack of integration in the nuclear
power decision-making process f ollow.

Utilities suffered a number of setbacks that helped to bring
greater regulatory attention to them from their state and federal
regulators. During the 1970s, a number of factors external to
utility control, such as high rates of inflation, lower demand
growth, and higher interest rates, contributed to increased con-
struction and operation costs. Not all of the cost overrun prob-
lems were caused by external f actors. Due to poor management
practices and controls and insufficient attention to quality con-
trol, some utilities contributed to their own technical problems,
cost overruns, and . construction delays. Those utilities that
encountered these problems invited closer scrutiny by their state
and federal regulators. The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI)
in 1979 helped to intensify regulatory attention on safety is-
sues, and all plants were subject to a large number of post-TMI
required backfits. In addition, the lack of standardization
among the several generations of nuclear power plants resulted in
(1) less usef ul transf er of knowledge f rom one utility to another

1-2
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because of differences in the plants, (2) the inability to per-
fect one or more designs, (3) difficulties in treating all utili-
ties equally from a federal regulatory perspective, especially
since each new design had to go through a lengthy NRC review proc-
ess, and (4) widely differing effects f rom regulatory directives
f rom one plant to another. In summary, the setbacks suffered by
utilities were caused not only by uncontrollable economic f actors
but also, for some utilities, by poor utility management and con-
trols. The accident at TMI highlighted some of the quality as-
surance gaps, brought attention to a number of generic issues,
and required utilities to install a large number of costly back-
fits at a time when utilities were already trying to cope with a
number of economic difficulties. In short, a series of inter-
nally and externally inflicted utility setbacks attracted closer
state and federal regulatory scrutiny over both costs and public
saf ety matters. The PUCs and NRC did not coordinate their direc-
tives to ensure that conflicts did not arise. As is discussed
bel ow, each was concerned only with those matters over which it
had jurisdiction.

The second major institution, PU Cs, issues regulatory directives
that center around financial concerns. While some of the PUCs
managed to recognize the influence of uncontrollable external
cost f actors and granted more timely and reasonable rate in-
creases to their nuclear utilities, this was not universal. In
reaction to public obj ections over increasing utility costs (even
though these increases were roughly consistent with or less than
the rate of inflation), many PUCs responded to political pres-
sures and were reluctant to grant timely rate increases. This
was a problem for those affected utilities in the 1970s because
inflation was rising much f aster than rate increases were grant-
ed, thereby severely straining utility finances. Other delays in
granting timely rate increases could be attributed to inadequate
PUC staff resources to handle the more f requent requests for rate
increases. A later trend that emerged in the early 1980s was to
analyze rate increase requests in light of the prudence of man-
agement decisions that led to cost increases. Many PUCs held
lengthy hearings to judge the prudency of previous utility man-
agement decisions. Some of the utilities objected to the outcome
of these investigations and complained that their PUCs judged
past decisions using . hindsight instead of knowledge that was
available to the utility management at the time that decisions
were actually made. Moreover, as part of an effort to stem ris-
ing costs, PUCs instituted incentive regulations that were geared
toward financial performance with little regard to overall operat-
ing effects. Such regulations might improve plant operations,
and thereby plant economics, over the short term but may not over
the long term; this reflects the politically acceptable and eco-
nomically motivated short-term perspectives held by some PUCs.
In short, the " social compact" between utilities and PUCs, under
which today's nuclear power pl s were planned and constructed,
is no longer universally honort Tr the PUCs. Under this " social
compact," utilities that buil, nts according to the rules and
regulations were supposed to t Aven the opportonity to earn a
rate of return on the money i.. vested. Great uncertainties now
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exist for some utilities over whether they will be able to re-
cover costs already expended on nuclear plants, even if the job
was well done or if utility management decisions were prudent in
light of the information available at the time they were made.
PUC efforts to stem rising cost increases through incentive regu-
lations, prudency investigations, and questioning whether a util-
ity has earned the right to a rate of return on money invested,
may result in stricter and more effective cost control measures
for some utilities. However, it is possible that some of these
measures may also force utilities to cut corners, such as reduc-
tions in plant maintenance expenses, which may have adverse long-
term saf ety impacts f or plants.

The third major institution, NRC, has also had a major role in
the disaggregated nuclear power decision-making process. Fol-
lowing the accident at TMI, NRC required numerous backfits to
plants in operation and those under construction. These backfits
were imposed without adequate regard to their impact on overall
plant saf ety (or cost), and there was no centralized senior man-
agement overview controlling how backfits were imposed or inte-
grated with other NRC requirements. Licensees complained of
diff ering interpretations of requirements between NRC reviewers
and inconsistent directives from NRC staff. Some licensees com-
plained that the lack of NRC control over the process introduced
delays and substantial financial costs. NRC-required designs,
which had cost utilities substantial sums of money, sometimes had
to be removed and replaced with updated parts due to still fur-
ther changes in requirements. The large number of backfits in-
troduced delays in licensing at a time when such setbacks were
extremely costly due to high rates of inflation and subsequently
high interest rates on borrcwed capital. Much antagonism between
NRC and the utility industry resulted; some utilities perceived
NRC as unreasonable and without understanding of their problems,
while NRC viewed some of the utilities as slow to respond, even
uncooperative. These problems were eventually acknowledged, and
licensing ref orms were undertaken at NRC. Nonetheless, the
experience lef t a strong impression on many utilities that NRC's
licensing process was unpredictable and unstable. In summary,
the effect of NRC's role in this process, which began before the
TMI accident but was intensified af terward, was that utilities
were required to comply with a growing body of regulatory direc-
tives. Many of these directives resulted in increased costs and
delays, thereby further exacerbating already tense utility rela-
tionships with their PUCs. No particular attention was paid by
NRC to the overall economic impacts that these directives would
have on the utilities; these concerns were not NRC's responsi-
bility.

What resulted f rom the interactions among the three primary in-,

stitutions controlling nuclear power is an incoherent decision-
making system with major institutional components lacking coor-
dination and at times working at cross purposes with one another.

|
|
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Pursuing their independent obj ectives, incentives, and respon-
sibilities, these three decision-making bodies may collectively'

have adverse impacts on public health and safety and quality as-
surance. To prevent these undesirable impacts, the social com-
pact between the PUCs and the utilities must be restored, and the
perf ormance of both utilities and NRC improved. This study iden-
tifies recommendations for improving the relationships among the
PUCs, utilities, and NRC toward the objective of enhanced plant
saf ety and quality assurance. Recommendations that identify par-
ticular actions that NRC could undertake in its regulatory ac-
tivities are highlighted.

1.3 SCOPE AND APPROACH

Since this study is aimed at exploring and analyzing the lack of
cohesiveness, or integration within the nuclear industry and, be-
tween the industry and its regulators, its scope is very broad.
To provide some background for discussion of the existing regu-
latory and institutional structures within which the nuclear in-
dustry must operate, this study begins by briefly outlining the
history and extent of federal and state regulatory influences in
Chapter 2.0. This chapter provides historical perspectives that
help to describe how differing interests, incentives, and organi-
zational responsibilities led to an incoherent decision-making
system. This is followed by a discussion of previously recom-
mended changes to the practices of the PUCs, NRC, and the util-
ities in Chapter 3.0. These suggested changes are analyzed to
determine which ones could be implemented within the industry's
present structure and regulatory environment, and if attempts
have been or are being made to implement these recommendations,
such actions are noted and briefly discussed. Although Chapter
3.0 reviews previous attempts to solve individual problems, those
recommendations did not focus on the problem of incoherence in
the overall nuclear power decision-making process. Instead, the
recommendations were geared toward solving specific problems of
utilities, NRC, or the PUCs.

Real-lif e examples of industry-sponsored attempts to consolidate
resources to construct or operate nuclear plants are provided in
Chapter 4.0. Four case studies of this concept are presented,
three of which were implemented and one of which f ailed to obtain
support and subsequently never materialized. The purpose of
these case studies is to examine the effect of the consolidation
of utility resources on utility operations and performance.
In Chapter 5.0, the report explores the views of utilities,
utility support organizations, and PUCs on utility practices and
policies. The interactions among NRC, PU Cs, and utilities are
also explored. The purpose of this chapter is to present views
from the utilities and their state regulators on changes to their
policies and. practices that they feel might alleviate some of the
problems caused by the lack of integration between the nuclear
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industry and its regulators. These changes are both short and |
long term and focus on improving the quality of nuclear plant !

construccion, operation, and . regul ation.

A broader perspective of proposed changes is provided in Chapter
-6.0, with highlights and analysis of modifications of institu-
tional behavior that could be implemented by (1) NRC, (2) the
PUCs, and (3) the utilities to provide more efficient integration .

of decision-making in the nuclear industry. This chapter also
contains the conclusions of this report and highlights key rec-
cmmendations that could be implcmented by NRC.

1.4 METHODOLOGY

Various methods were used to obtain information to conduct this
study. In Chapters 2.0 and 3.0, in which the historical back-
ground on institutional relationships and the previous recom-
mendations are discussed, publicly available literature was uti-
lized. In Chapter 4.0, in which case studies of utility con-
solidation of resources are reviewed, a combination of publicly
available literature and telephone interviews with knowledgeabic
people was used to obtain information. A more hands-on approach
was employed f or Chapter 5.0. Members of the project team in-
terviewed representatives f rom 13 U.S. utilities representing
both companies that had or are having regulatory or quality as-
surance problems constructing or operating their plants and com-
panies that have had relatively good experience with their reac-
tors. Two large architect-engineering firms, five organizations
representing nuclear or electric utility interests, and two PUC
representatives who are also active in the National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners were also visited. The pur-
pose of these interviews was to survey the utility industry and
its state regulators for ideas and recommendations.
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( 2.0 THE HISTORY AND ROLE OF FEDERAL AND
STATE REGULATORY INFLUENCES

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a historical perspec-,

tive on the sources of regulatory influences that aff ect the'

nuclear industry. The sources considered are federal legisla-
tion that applies to nuclear power plants and to electric utili--

ties and f ederal and state regulation of nuclear power plants.
Not only does the historical perspective reflect the differing
interests, incentives, and responsibilities held by utilities

j and their state and federal regulators, but it also helps to
show how the utilities were made to answer to an ever-increasing3

number of laws and regulations that not only slowed the construc-
. tion process but also increased operational complexities.

1

; 2.1 FEDERAL LEGISLATION APPLICABLE TO NUCLEAR POWER.
'

The federal government derives its responsibilities for regu-
lating commercial nuclear power f rom a number of federal acts.'

Since the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is quite familiar!

with these acts, the following subsections only briefly review'

them, stressing in particular those that contribute most to ,

defining NRC's regulatory role in contrast to that of the'

states.
|

2.1.1 The Atomic Energy &gt Of 1954

In August 1954, Congress amended the Atomic Energy Act of 1946.
,

i The 1954 act differed from the act of 1946 in that it defined a
role for the federal government in encouraging the developmenti

i and use of nuclear energy technology for peaceful commercial pur-
! poses, thereby ending the government's monopoly on nuclear tech-
! nology. It also directed the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to ,

'

: develop specific standards for the protection of public health
and safety. This role was later transferred to NRC.

One of the key provisions in the 1954 act is contained in Sec-
tion 105, which requires NRC to consider antitrust implications;

3 -
of a proposed nuclear plant before issuing a construction permit
or operating license. Based on its findin
deny, or attach conditions to the license.gs, NRC may grant,3

Congress included
|
:

!
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Section 105 because it recognized that the nuclear industry,
once a government monopoly, currently represents the product of
past public expenditures f or technological developments. Thus,
strict antitrust standards were applied to ensure that the pub-
lic as a whole could reap the benefits of nuclear technology.
Today, this broad principle is important because it could po-
tentially pose obstacles to utility consolidation of ef f orts to
(1) produce common, standardized plant designs using standard-
ized parts or (2) pool economic resources in order to provide
more economical sources of power.

2.1.2 The Enetgy_leorsani::AtimL11ct__QL_lS14

The significance of this act is that it formalized an existing
division in AEC between regulatory and promotional functions.
NRC was given sole possession of all the regulatory functions,
and the promotional functions of nuclear energy were given to a
separate agency, the Energy Research and Development Agency
(ERDA). ERDA was also given responsibilities for developing
other f orms of energy production. This act alleviated the
potential for internal conflicts of interest that had prevailed
at AEC but did not remove it; instead, it merely elevated it to
a higher 1cvel. The federal government today still experiences
occasional schisms between the public health and safety regula-
tory interests of NRC and the promotional interests of the De-
partment of Energy (DOE, the agency that replaced ERDA) . This
is not to suggest that these competing interests are necessarily
bad (the f ederal government itself is structured on a system of
checks and balances), but it does mean that NRC and DOE do not
share similar interests and responsibilities concerning nuclear
utilities. Thus, the f ederal government's commercial nuclear
energy policy as a whole sometimes lacks integration.

2.1.3 Th e . UAtionAL_Eny i r onm ent al. . Pol _Lcy__ Act_0f_1963

The National Environmental Pohicy Act (NEPA) had a profound im-
pact upon the regulatory respemsibilities of NRC. NEPA states
that. it is the continuing polu:y of Lne federal government to
use all practical means, consibtent with other essential con-
siderations of national policy 7 to improve and coordinate feder-
al plans, activities, and resources to preserve and enhance the
environrental values and quality of lif e f or both the present
and futurc,2 As a result, NRC must include in its recommen-
dations for a construction permit or an operating license a
statement detailing probable adverse environmental ef f ects, al-
ternatives to the proposal, short-term environmental use weighed
against long-t.erm prod 6tctivity of the environment, and the ir-
reversible copmitment pf resources.3

f,

.
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NEPA also requires that NRC conduct a "need f or power" determi-
nation before a nuclear power plant can receive a construction
permit. Not only does this require NRC to conduct analyses that
are somewhat outside the realm of its primary mission to protect
public health and safety, but it is also an exercise that is re-
peated by the state Public Utility Commissions (PUCs) in their
economic analyses. . This is a prime example of the potential for!

disaggregated decision-making between state and federal regul a-
tory authorities.

Perhaps the most significant effect on the nuclear utilities
f rom NEPA's requirements was that it introduced substantial
delays in the licensing process. This happened during a period
when the utility industry was growing rapidly and using many
diff erent reactor designs, ,and inflation and other economical
setbacks were beginning to surf ace.

2.1.4 AtheI_Inyironmental PrQtenticILhawE

In addition to NEPA, there are seven other environmental acts
that constitute the primary legislative regulatory influences on
nuclear utilities. These acts are significant in that they re-
prasent further layers of regulatory burdens that utilities are
required to comply with to obtain construction permits or operat-'

ing licenses. Some of these environmental laws require hearings
or reviews that are duplicated by state regulatory authorities.
Delays and inevitable increases in utility costs are experienced
both in response to burgeoning environmental regulations and
because of duplicative environmental reviews in some states.>

The basic purposes of these acts are briefly described below:'

1. The FAderal Water Pollu. tion _ Control _Act_of.1912 - This
act controls the discharge of pollutants (e.g., radio-
logical and others emitted by nuclear power plants) into
navigable waters.

2. Marine Protection. Rescar.ch_ansLEgnplugrigg_ A.at._of_lE*12
- This act established U.S. policy for regulating the
dumping into ocean waters of "any material which would
adversely affect human health, welfare, or amenities, or
the marine environment, ecological systems, or ( r esul t
in] economic penalties."4- Radioactive waste or mate-
rial is included in the definition of " materials."-

3. The Endangn ed_Sgecies As.t - This act, first passed in
1973 and amended in 1978, can significantly affect the
siting of nuclear power plants. It sets forth as feder-
al policy a goal to conserve endangered and threatened
species of fish, wildlife, and plants. Critical hab-
itats, where these endangered or threatened species
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survive, may not be disturbed in the furtherance of
economic growth and development, such as the construc-
tion and operation of a nuclear power plant.

4. TLADsportation Saf ety__Act .Qf__1123 - This act, cited as
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, improves the
regulatory and enforcement authority of the Secretary of
Transportation to protect public health in the transpor-
tation'of hazardous (e.g., radioactive) material.

5. The C1_can Air Act gf 1912 - Several sections of this act
impose regulatory requirements related to emissions of
radioactive materials into the air.

6. Uranium lil1 Tail. inn _BadiatinILConhol_Act_sL_197.B -
Congress enacted this act to (3) ensure that the federal
government cooperates with states or Indian tribes, who
own the mill tailings, in assessing and instituting
remedial measures at such sites and (2) institute a
regulatory program at active and terminated mines to
stabilize and control the tailings in the interest of
protecting public health and the environment.

7. The Low-Lucl._Radioactlys_Rasta._Rolicy Act__of_ lSB_0 - The
f ederal government policy on low-level radioactive waste
disposal is defined in this act. States are directed to
form compacts, as necessary, to provide for the estab-
lishment and operation of radioactive waste dicposal
sites on a regional level. The responsibility for pro-
viding for this capability rests on the states that
generate low-level wastes within their own borders (for
other than defense or federal research-and-development-
related purposes). This act specified that compact
regions with Congressionally approved compacts could
exclude waste generated outside their borders as of
January 1, 1986. It was envisioned that new dicposal
sites would be available by that date. How ever, the
states have f ailed to meet these terms, and the gov-
ernors of the three states with the only operating
disposal sites (which were operational before 1980)
threatened to close their sites to other states by
January 1986. This prompted Congress to introduce and
pass legislation to amend the 1980 act by providing for
an additional four-year extension period to help the
states form compacts and select new f acility sites.

8. Nuclear Waste _ Policy Act of_lSR2 In contrast to the
approach taken f or the disposal of low-level radioactive
wastes, the f ederal government assumes responsibility
for the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes and
spent nuclear fuel in the provisions of this act. The
stated purposes of this legislation are (1) to establish
a schedule for safe siting, constructing, and operating

!
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repositories, (2) to establish f ederal policy and re-
sponsibilities f or disposal of such waste and spent
fuel, (3) to better define the relationship between the
federal government and the state governments in carrying
out the intent of this act, and-(4) to establish funding
mechanisms whereby utilities generating _ nuclear power
would bear the costs of disposing of nuclear waste and
spent fuel.

2.2 PEDERAL REGULATION APPLICABLE TO ELECTRIC UTILITIES..

While the laws discussed in the previous section affect the op-
eration and construction activities of nuclear utilities, from a
federal regulatory viewpoint, none address the organizational
structure of utilities or the pricing structure for electricity
rates. These subjects are addressed in this section in dio-
cussions on two significanc f ederal acts: The Public Utility
Act of 1935 and the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Acc of
1978.

2.2.1 The Pnblis.31tility Act _Qf 1935

Legislation that addresses the structure and organization of
electric utilities was enacted in 1935: the Public Utility Act
(or the Wheeler-Rayburn Act) . This act provides explicit de-
tails on how utility companies are to be structured, what kind
of accounting procedures are allowable, and the interstate
transmission and sale of wholesale electricity. There are two
important divisions in this act that are of particular interest
here. Title I is known as the Public Utility Holding Act and
Title II is known as the Federal Power Act.
Passage of the Public Utility Holding Act occurred in reaction
to severe abuses in the use of holding companies by electric,

.

utilities in the 1910s and 1920s. The abuses inherent in this
consolidation came to light following the stock market crash of
1929, when over 53 holding companies, with combined securities
of a par value of $1.7 billion, went into bankruptcy or receiv-
ership.5 Many investors lost substantial amounts of money.

The primary abuses practiced during this period were pyramiding,
,

write-ups, and excessive fees for services. Under py ramiding, a
small group of individuals at the top of the organization con-
trolled enormous amounts of investment in an arbitrary manner.
In the words of the Federal Trade Commission:

In such a situation f ew men could be relied on to devote
their attention to prudent management of the operating com-
panies, because the speculative element is so over whelm-,

'

ing. It tends, apparently, to make them (1) neglect good

|
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! management of operating companies, especially.by failing to
provide f or adequate depreciation; (2) exaggerate profits
by unsound, deceptive accounting; (3) seek exorbitant
profits from service fees from subsidiaries; (4) disburse
unearned dividends, because the apparent gains, so ob-,

tained, greatly magnify the rate of earnings for the top
holding company; and (5) promote extravagant speculation in

: the prices of such equity stocks on the exchanges. Such'

concentration of control, even without that speculative
pressure, appears objectionable as a matter of sound na-
tional w elf are. . . . Finally, the exaggerated importance to,

the top holding company of comparatively small differences
in the profit of the operating companies greatly enhances
the incentive of the holding company to increase such '

profits, or to obtain a revenue through the extraction of
.

service and other feby way of dividends gs in addition to the ordinary revenue !

j

; Excessive write-ups were a closely related abuse. Stocks were ;'

greatly watered down and capital assets inflated. Finally, '

charges of excessive fees by the holding companies to the operat-
: ing companies (for services rendered) were often unrelated to

services supplied. These were hidden costs that were ultimately
paid for by the consumers.

Accounting practices of many of the holding companies were
shoddy, and the operating companies were financially weakened.
For example, depreciation charges were insufficient, dividends
were sometimes excessive and paid ogt of capital, and annualmaintenance charges were neglected.

|

The state PUCs were powerless to control the development and
practices of holding companies over the transmission of ir.ter-

!

,

state power. The PUCs were allowed to determine retail rates3

i- for services sold to local customers by the interstate companies
but were not allowed to investigate the cost of goods and ser-

!
<

vices sold to operating companies if the holding companies were i,

interstate.
* Most of the largest holding companies w

thus, were not subject to PUC regulation.gre inter-state and, Fi-
nally, the f ederal government undertook efforts to stop these

| abuses with the enactment of the Holding Company Act, which !.
| substantially limits both investments by public utilities in L

other companies and the investment by other companies in public
utilities. Regarded as one of the most restrictive laws enacted
by Congress, the act defines a holding company as one that owns, 1

| controls, or holds the power to vote 10% or more of the stocks
; for any electric or gas utility. Exemptions to this act are'

granted under some strict conditions, but even exempt holding
companies must operate carefully for fear of losing their exempt ,

; status.

I

i

{
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I

Another major control included in the act covers the issuance of
new securities. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

.

was given veto power over the sale of assets by utilities. For

example, the SEC must give advance approval if anyone wishes to
purchase 5% or more of a utility or holding company's stock.
Moreover, before a utility or holding company may purchase se-
curities, assets, or intdrest in any other non-utility business,
the SEC may block these actions unless the transaction promotes
" economical and efficient development of an integrated public
utility system. " The terms of the act block any such transition
that may cause " interlocking relations" or the " control of pow-
er" that may harm investors, consumers, or the public. The SEC
was also given control over payment of dividends and service
contracts and was granted power to specify the f ormat and manner
of accounting by holding companies and utilities. In addition,

the SEC " prescribes a standard set of accounts" for service com-
panies. Under this system, charges are " limited to the costs of
services performed; all proposed modifications in service con-
tracts must be approved by the Commission."5

In overview, the Holding Company Act serves as a significant bar-
rier to anyone wishing to acquire a public utility and provides
the utilities with strong protection against unwanted takeovers.
In 1982, seven bills were pending in Congress with a purpose of
repealing or at.ending some sections of this act. These proposed
bills (none of. which passed) attempted to make it easier for
utility holding companies to diversify into non-utility system
operations. Many view the Holding Company Act as " obstructive
and obsolete...a hindrance to capital formation by financially
troubled utilities."7
Title II of the Public Utility Act of 1935, known also as the
Federal Power Act, provided the Federal Power Commission (FPC)
with broad authority over the interstate transmission and sale
of wholesale electricity. The FPC's power was later transf erred
to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), an indepen-
dent branch DOE, under the authority of Sections 7172(a)(1)(B)
and 7293 of Title 42 of the act titled "The Public !!calth and
Welfare." of interest here are the provisions detailed in Sub-
chapter II that affect electric utility companies engaged in
interstate commerce.

One important provision in Subchapter II is contained in Section
824(a), where FERC is directed to " divide the country into re-
gional districts f or the voluntary interconnection and coor-
dination of facilities for the generation, transmission, and
sale of electric energy. . . . " FERC may order a public utility to
establish physical interconnection of its transmission facili-
ties provided it does not impair the ability of the utility to
render adequate services to its customers or does not involve an
enlargement of generating facilities. Under certain limited
circumstances, FERC may also order wheeling of power between
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regions.* There is a potential for state governments to I
impede FERC's eff orts to f acilitate power wheeling between re-
gions. It is common for large nuclear and coal power plants to
be built to satisfy the needs of several states within a region.
However, the lack of cooperation f rom one state may delay or per-
manently prevent the power plant f rom operating despite the
detriment this may cause to the general region.

FERC was also given authority, under Sections 824(b) and 824(c)
of Title II, to regulate (1) the disposition of utility prop-
erty, (2) any consolidations, purchases, or issuances of secut-
ities, and (3) the assumption of any liabilities. These activ-
ities are evaluated by FERC to determine if they are consistent
with the public interest and do not impair the ability of the
public utility to render services.

Another important provision is contained in Section 824(d),
where FERC is directed to ensure that all rates and charges are
"just and reasonable. " Public utilities involved in the
interstate sale or transmission are thereby required to file
rate schedules f or FERC review, and a 60-day review period is
required before the utility can change its rates, classifi-
cation, or service. Automatic adjustment clauses are reviewed
every four years to determine whether the clauses (1) provide
incentives for efficient use of resources and (2) reflect any
costs other than costs that are " subject to periodic fluc-
tuations" or "not susceptible to precise determinations in rate
cases prior to the time such costs are incurred."

In addition to the above provisions, the Federal Power Act au-
thorized FERC to conduct several studies (now completed) related
to power pooling, wholesale ratemaking, and automatic adjustment
clauses. There are also some provisions, described in Section
824(a)(3), that encourage affected public utilities to sell and
buy electricity produced through cogeneration and small power
production.

Whereas FERC regulates the wholesale rate of electricity trans-
mitted across state lines, the state PUCs determine rates to be
charged for retail electricity sold intrastate. This dual
regulation has the potential to create a situation known as a
" price squeeze." The typical price squeeze situation arises
when the celler of wholesale power, normally an investor-cwned
utility (IOU), competes at the retail level with the purchaser
of the wholesale power, usually a municipality that owns little
or no generating equipment. If, because of the wholesale price,
the muncipality cannot compete effectively at the retail level

~

*It should be emphasized that these legislative provisions are
voluntary. According to the legislative history of the Federal
Power Act, as well as the findings of the courts, FERC has no
authority to compel a utility to put a wheeling tariff on file
that would turn its transmission system into a common carrier.
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with the IOUs, it may be the victim of a price squeeze. FERC
has provided an affirmative defense against price squeeze alle-
gations. It compares the rates of return that the wholesale
supplier earns on its wholesale sales with the rate it carns on
its retail rates. If the retail earned rate of return is equal
to or greater than the wholesale rate of return, there is no
price squeeze. Usually, the difference between the rates of
return is a function of time. With FERC setting wholesale rates
and the state PUC setting retail rates, it is sometimes diffi-
cult for a utility to time its wholesale and retail rate changes
to move in tandem.

2.2.2 .The.Publi c_ lltilitiet.Re gulatory__Eo11cy.. Aat_0L197.B

As a result of the nation's efforts to reformulate national
energy policy follcwing the Arab oil embargo and subsequent en-
ergy shortages, Congress enacted the National Energy Act in
1978. The act is comprised of five uajor statutes; the one most
relevant to electricity-producing public utilities is the Public

,

Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA). The other four include
(1) the National Energy Conservation Policy Act (for promoting
energy conservation by providing a variety of assistance pro-
grams, incentives, mandatory standards, and requirements), (2)
the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act (which directed the
backing out of oil and natural gas use in the generation of elec-
t ricity) , (3) the Natural Gas Policy Act (which completely re-
vised U.S. policies regarding the pricing and regulation of na-
tural gas), and (4) the Energy Tax Act (which provided tax incen-
tives to promote conservation and reduce the nation's dependence
on foreign oil and natural gas).

FURPA represents a significant change in utility regulation. It

is very comprehensive legislation that requires state PUCs to
consider the adoption of 11 federal standards, where appro-
priate. However, utilities were not required to adopt these
measures, only to consider them. The first six of these touch
on rate policies and are briefly described below:

1. East of Sartite - prescribes that rates closely reflect
the actual cost of services to each class of customer.

2. Reclining _AloclLJ1atu - prohibits the use of this
pricing practice unless the utility can demonstrate that 1

costs actually do decrease as consumption increases.

3. Time of Day._Eates - encourages utilities to of f er these
rates unless such provision is shown not to be cost
effective.

4. Egasonal_Ratu - encourages utilities to use this rate
when costs are shown to vary seasonally.
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S. InteIIuptible_RAtem - directs utilities to off er this
rate to large customers.

i

6. JaadJanagemenklechniques - directs utilities to use
,

these techniques upon state PUC determination that they '

are practical, cost effective, reliable, and pro
usef ul energy or capacity management advantages.gide

The other five standards address the consideration of prohib-
iting (1) master metering, (2) rate discrimination of any kind,
and (3) recovering f rom rate payers the costs of advertising by
utilities for political or promotional purposes. Also specified
are the need to consider establishment'of " lifeline" rates (pro-
viding barely essential services to customers at 1cwer rates)
and the need to . provide 'more complete information to consumers
on rate schedules.

Other relevant provisions in PURPA include (1) requirements that
direct utilities to gather detailed information on costs of
service and to report to FERC at least every two years and (2) a
requirement that electric utilities purchase power produced f rom
cogeneration and small power producers at the utility's " avoided
costs." Section 210 of the act defines this avoided cost as the
" incremental cost of electricity. " Disagreements have arisen
between FERC and the utilities over the exact definition of this
concept as it was not clearly described in the legislation.
Nonetheless, it has resulted in a substantial boon to cogenera-
tors. When long-term contracts can be obtained from the util-
ities, cogenerators can secure financing far more easily. -Some
question whether adding high-cost cogenerated power to the util-
-ity's base instead of lower cost base-load generation makes
economic sense f or the long term. These issues will continue to
be debated.

2.3 FEDERAL REGULATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The process of obtaining approvals for constructing and operat-
ing a nuclear power plant is elaborate and involves many dif f er-
ent government agencies. Although NRC is the authority for the
granting of construction permits and operating licences, a
number of other f ederal agencies also provide review and comment
on specific related issues under their jurisdiction that can af-
fect nuclear siting licensing, or construction activities.
These include, f or example, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Energy,
Department of the Interior, Department of Agriculture, Depart-
ment of Defense, Department of Transportation, U.S. Geological
Survey, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration, Council on Environmental Quality, River Basins Com-
missions, and Great Lakes Basin Commission. The types of issues
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covered by these federal agencies vary widely and range f rom
approval of alert and notification systems for emergency plan-
ning to various environmental issues such as the impact of a
nuclear power plant on land and water. Despite the wide range -
of issues addressed by this large number of federal agencies,
their influence is minor compared to that of NRC.

As might have been expected, NRC's (and its predecessor, AEC's)
regulatory requirements grew as the nuclear industry matured and
as technical information either changed or redefined the general
understanding of public health and safety. Increases in plant
complexities, due to a relatively f ast scale-up in plant size,
and improved technology also had ef f ects on the government's
perception of how to best assure public health and safety.
These evolving conceptions in turn resulted in new or additional
requirements in the form of hardware, procedures, and manpower.
Some of the changes were mandated by NRC and AEC; others were
self-initiated by the licensees.

The extent and breadth of NRC's and AEC's regulatory influence
increased markedly during the 1970s and early 1980s. The in-
dustry's growth, both in terms of the greater number of reactors
being licensed and the larger size and greater complexity of
plants, was only partly responsible for this trend. The acci-
dent at Three Mile Island (TMI) was a major cause of more pre-
scriptive NRC regulation.

Much has been written about the adverse effects on utilities of
the large number of backfits for nuclear power plant designs and
operations issued during' the period following the accident at
TMI-2. In response to the need for clarifying problems that led
up to TMI, studies were undertaken by a number of dif f erent par-
ties, including both federal government and industry represen-
tatives. These studies produced the Rogovin report and the

~ Kemeny Commission report. Several additional government studies
were also undertaken in this time f rame to analyze the eff ec-
tiveness and impacts of NRC regulations. These included NRC's
survey of senior utility managers, the NRC Regulatory Reform
Task Force report, and the DOE Regulatory Reform Task Force
report. These studies generally confirmed the picture of a
disordered backfit process, lacking consistent senior NRC man-
agement overview, w.lere overall safety benefits were largely
unspecified and unquantified, the costs of implementation were
not required to be evaluated, and'backfits were not suf ficiently
integrated with other NRC requirements. Other common themes
found in these studies include the need to (1) clearly define
backfits, (2) issue generally understood and universally ac-
cepted standards of saf ety (a saf ety goal), and (3) develop
clear guidance and criteria for the procedures, people, and

backfitprocess.g,pgg1,{zpvolved in a rational and equitableanalyses require p
u,
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Licensees have cited their experiences with poorly controlled
backfits during this period as one of the reasons contributing
to higher plant costs, lower capacities, unnecessary compli-
cation of plant systems, and ultimately, higher costs to the
consumer. Some utilities were also less skillful than others in
controlling these increased costs.

Many of the problems with backfitting procedures have been ac--
knowledged by NRC, and several measures to reform the process
have already been undertaken or are proposed. In 1982, the
Committee to Review Generic Requirements was formed. Procedures
were initiated in its charter to bring more order and discipline
to the issuance of generic backfits. In addition, in July 1985,
NRC voted in favor of a backfit rule that addresses procedures
covering both generic and plant-specific backfits. The rule
specifies that backfits must result in "a tubstantial increase
in overall protection" of public health and safety. In addi-

1 tion, the rule directs NRC to consider such f actors as costs,
radiological exposure, operational complexity, NRC resource
burden, and differences in plant types before implementing a
backfit, and it directs that implementation be the responsi- <

bility of the Executive Director for Operations.

In addition to internal administrative changgs, NRC has also sub-
mitted a licensing reform bill to Congress.13 The bill has no
specific section dedicated to backfitting reforms; however, in
several places it contains implicit references to backfitting
that direct NRC not to implement a plant modification unless it
first determines that the modification "will substantially en-
hance" the public health and safety by " improving overall safety
of f acility operation. " Moreover, the bill directs NRC to,
within 180 days af ter passage, propose regulations establishing
procedures and criteria for implementation of backfits. Even
the purpose section of the bill contains references to back-
fitting procedures by (1) acknowledging the need for stabilizing
licensing standards and criteria to assure the finality of NRC
licensing approvals and (2) referring to the consideration of
economic consequences of its regulatory practices " appropriate
and in the public interest."

Aside from backfitting reforms, NRC's bill encourages the de-
velopment and use of standardized nucicar power plant designs, I

allows for a combined construction and operating license, and
makes allowances for early site approvals. These reforms are
considered to be helpful steps in f acilitating licensing deci-
sions while still fulfilling NRC's basic mandate of protecting
public health and safety.

| In summary, NRC's regulatory reach has a substantial influence
; on utilities. operating or constructing nuclear power plants.

Quite a few other f ederal agencies are also involved in the
licensing process at some point, but their regulatory influence
is lers direct than that of NRC's, which is more dominant and
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pervasive. Nonetheless, these other agencies contribute to the
multiplicity of requirements that licensees must address.

;

The purpose of this overview is to demonstrate that the focus of
'

NRC's attention has shif ted, and the plethora of backfitting
i requirements, which resulted-in many financial and operational

problems for utilities in the-past, is likely to be less of a
concern in the future. Even for backfits that may surface as'

unresolved safety issues are acted upon, NRC has shown a ten-
: dency to be more receptive to industry-initiated proposed !

solutions. For example, NRC recently endorsed-the Institute of
i Nuclear Power Operation's (INPO's) reactor operator training

accreditation program and pledged to ref rain f rom introducing
new rules in that area for at least two years. This action
reflects NRC's agreement with INPO and the Nuclear Utility Man-
agement and Human Resource Committee (NUMARC) to.give industry a
chance to prove that performance standards f rom NBg and self"

regulation can work better than government r ul es.1 The suc-
cess of these industry-initiated efforts will be important. If

! the industry can demonstrate successful self-policing efforts
'

| and if industry performance improves across the spectrum of
reactors, this will lessen the need for prescriptive NRC'

regulations.

!

2.4 ROLE OF STATE REGULATION ,

'

Another key element in the regulatory structure for nuclear
utilities is the role played by states and local governments.t

One purpose of this section is to discuss the history of and!

basis for state regulatory authority over utilities. Also dis-
cussed in further detail are the institutional relationships

'

between the federal and state regulators and how this has led to
some conflicts for utilities.

,

2.4.1 Drigina_QLEtalA_ Authority

The state role was defined in the 1930s. State regulatory con-
,

trol over rates charged by utilities was the price utilities had

der monopoly conditions.}1ege of selling retail electricity un-to pay to enjoy the priv
State regulatory powers are derived

; from the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, in which it

| is defined that powers not delegated to the f ederal government i

and not specifically prohibited to states may be exercised by
the states. These rights enable states to regulate a number of

t,

! *All wholesale power sold interstate is regulated by FERC. !
'Thus, a utility that sella power both within and outside of its'

| state borders will be subject to both state and federal regu- ,

latory financial regulation (which may diff er significantly) !

even if its power is derived f rom one power plant.
,

:
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diff erent areas such as health, safety, public welfare, and in- ,

ternal commerce.15 Those powers not delegated to the f ederal I

government are characterized as states' " police powers" and
represent the regulation by state legislators for the public
good. For example, this authority is used in state economic
regulation of utilities and in the regulation of land uses
(including zoning).

The primary limitation on state use of police powers lies in the
supremacy clause, also known as the preemption doctrine. In

i
cases in which federal and state laws conflict, the supremacy
clause says that the f ederal law will override. For the regu-
lation of nuclear power, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 sets the
stage for orderly development and use of atomic energy, and the
courts have interpreted this act to mean that the federal gev-
ernment holds exclusive jurisdiction over radiation hazards.
Although the states are f ree to regulate for purposes other than

missible state regulation is not clear.1ge precise extent of per-
the protection f rom radiation hazards, t

States have consid-
erable power in the regulation of non-radiation hazards of nu-
clear power and f or the generation, sale, and transmission of
electric power. States are also entitled to participate in site
selection for purposes other than protection against radiation
hazards.

Other avenues for state regulation include those aspects of a nu-
clear power plant that share characteristics with other sources
of power generation. This includes regulation over environmen-
tal matters such as air and water. For example, under the Feder-
al Water Pollution Control Act, states participatp by granting
water quality certificates and discharge permits.46 In iddi-
tion, under authority delegated to them f rom the Environmental
Protection Agency, states cap regulate plant non-radiological
emissions f rom power plants.17

The states may also supplement these f ederal statutes with laws
of their own and may call hearings and conduct reviews of the im-
pact of nuclear power plants on environmental matters for which
they have responsibility. Because of the dual responsibilities
over environmental matters by both federal and state govern-
ments, some licensees find that they must prepare both f ederal
and state environmental impact statements and prepare f or two
separate sets of hearings, even though there may be substantial
overlap between them. This is especially true f or f acility sit-
ing, in which state, local, or regional government organizations
may get involved to protect their interests in areas such as zon-
ing, mining, resource development, and local land-use considera-
tions. Approximately half the states have siting laws, which
vary significantly from state to state in their effect on
utility siting plans.

Despite the role asserted by states in f acility siting, their in-
fluence is limited when compared to that of the f ederal govern-
ment. The ultimate decision as to reactor citing is controlled
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by NRC under its reactor site criteria.18 These criteria are
based on factors relevant to the safe operation of nuclear re-
actors and include such factors as engineering characteristics
of the proposed plant in relation to its site, and site-specific
conditions such as the area's meteorology, hydrology, geology,,

; and seismology.

,

2.4.2 .The_P.ublis_Jitility Comminions

The focus of state regulation usually centers on the state Pub-
-lic Utility Commissions (PUCs), which have the responsibility
for setting retail rates for the sale of electricity f rom
investor-cwned utilities (IOUs). In some states, PUCs also set

i rates for municipal and rural electric cooperatives.

Other areas in which PUCs may establish authority include the
following:

Standarda_.of_Sg.rxic.e - Such standards may be established.

to ensure that utility practices are safe, adequate, and
uniform.

,

Estylce Area _s - These areas can be defined by the issu-.

. ance of Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity
!

(CPCN)._ Generally, no utility will proceed beyond engi-
neering to construction without a CPCN. These certifi-
cates were originally designed to (1) certify that when-

the facility goes into service, the capitalized cost
will be added to the rate base and (2) lay out the bound-

ariesandotherserviceconditionswithinghjghautil-
ity proposes or may be required to serve. * Other
f actors that may be considered in evaluating a nuclear
plant's eligibility for a CPCN are (1) need for power
determinations and (2) an alternative fuel analysis.
These two determinations are also evaluated at the fed-

i aral level by NRC, as required by NEPA. Even though the
original purpose of a CPCN may have been to allow the
state regulators a chance to review the need for a
pl ant, today, its existence in no way guarantees thati

the utility will be allowed to bring the plant into the
rate base.

!

AEQuating - A PUC of ten adopts a unif orm system of.

| accounting whereby it can keep tabs on the utility's
; operating expenses and capital investments. A PUC may.

require the utility to provide it with regular reports
*

onba{gnetsheetsandbudgetestimatesforconstruc-
tion. ,2u on the federal level, PERC has also devel- -

! oped a unif orm system f or accounting. However, it has
no authority for monitoring the specific application of
the accounting system utilized by a PUC.

,
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.laauance_91_Ses.nriti.es - A PUC may requi re prior ex-.

amination and approval before securities can be issued
or any maigr financial reorganizations are under- !

| taken.19,2U In contrast, at the federal level, the
SEC requires that the sale of all publicly held securi-

] ties be registered with the SEC (under the requirements
of the Security Act of 1933) . In addition, concurrent'

jurisdictions exist between some states and the SEC in
the area of authorization and approval of utility fi-
nancing. FERC is involved with securities issuance only
in those states where concurrent jurisdiction is not
recognized.

;

PropgIty._ChangeE - In the interests of assuring that the.

! utility can continue to provide adequate service, the
! PUCs may require prior approval before a utility con-
! ducts a purchase, sale, or major alteration of status of :

any substantial portion of utility property. This is at

check on the utility's contipue ability to render ade-quateservicetothepublic.19,gO The state govern-'

ments hold sole jurisdiction in these matters.;

fgI&c.IAte Relations - Similar to the above condition, a.
,

PUC may require prior approval before a utility company4

i makes any major organization change, such as a consoli-
: dation or merger, which may lead to changes in corporate

control. Moreover, business arrangements, such as
leases, services, property sales e
ject to PUC review and approval.I9sgg., may also be sub-

.

PERC may get in-
volved in some corporate matters once the plant is opera-
tional and selling wholesale power; it may even rule,

j retroactively on these issues.

l Procedures - PUCs are granted powers by their state leg-.

! islatures to establish rules and regulations for carry-
ing out the above functions related to retail sales of

; electricity. This includes actions such as hearings, in-
i vestigations, and inspections.19,20 In contrast, !

FERC's jurisdiction in these areas is limited to whole-
sale electric power rates.'

;

|

: Thus, state authority over power f acilities is traditionally lim-
i ited to economic and environmental matters such as the need f or

pow e r , the type of generating f acility to be licensed (e.g. , nu-
clear versus coal) , land use, environmental impact, and ratemak-

i ing, while f ederal authority is directed toward saf ety and secur-
: ity issues as well as federal environmental interests. There is

significant overlap between federal and state reviews and ap-
provals and, because serve different interests, considerable con-
flicts over such matters as pricing can arise. Nonetheless, be-
cause PUCs control the retail rate setting, and hence the return
on investment, they have significant influence over the

,

!
'

! |
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construction projects and operations of investor-owned utilities
with nuclear power plants.

I

2.4.3 Conflicta letvien_ State _AnsLEc31etal__Intercats

With the large cost increases of nuclear power . plants that have
been experienced since the early 1970s, state PUCs have become
reluctant to allow all costs into the rate base. Increasingly,
requests by utilities for higher rates have met with tough scru-
tiny; PUCs have questioned the prudency of management decisions,
both large and small, and have sometimes refused rate increases
or stalled their adoption. In addition, various forms of incen-
tive regulation have been adopted that penalize utilities for
not bringing plants on line or not keeping them running at high
capacity. The PUC's regulatory influence has the potential for
conflicting with NRC's regulation of health and safety matters.
To gain full appreciation for how these potential conflicts be-
tween state and federal regulators may arise and what the. Im-
plications might be, it would be usef ul to review the regulatory
and institutional structure affecting, and the interactions be-
tw een, the utilities, PUCs, and f ederal regulators.

2.4.3.1 The Utility _ Point Of View
i

As noted in Section 2.4.1, it is part of the regulatory bargain
that utilities agree to provide reliable and sufficient service
in their designated area in exchange for a guaranteed monopoly
of supply. How eve r, as discussed below, circumstances have
evolved that are increasingly making it impossible for utilities
to hold up their share of the bargain. The primary f actors re-
sponsible for this have been the skyrocketing costs of building
coal and nuclear plants and the reluctance of PUCs to grant
sufficient and timely rate relief.*'

A number of factors contributed to the escalation of costs for
new nuclear and coal plants. The Arab oil embargo of 1973

| initiated major structural changes in electric utility econo-
mics. It ignited a full-scale recession with inflation that <

i greatly increased energy and capital costs. Utility costs for
buying fuel skyrocketed, and higher inflation contributed to a;

doubling of the costs of capital. A subsequent reduction in
'

demand growth (due in part to the recession as well as consumer

"Although not specifically mentioned in this chapter, mu-
nicipally owned utilities and their regulators, the municipal;

utility boards (or, in some cases, thei r PUCs) , suffer the same
dilemmas described in this chapter for IOUs and their state
regulators. Henceforth, all references to IOUs and their PUCs
are also applicable to municipal utilities and their regulators.
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reactions to higher energy prices) lessened the need for near
term capacity additions; this required schedule stretchouts that ,

in turn contributed to higher carrying charges. Several years '

prior to the oil embargo, the growing awareness of the need for i

protection led to environmental-movement-induced changes in leg-
islation and regulation for protecting the environment. Compli-
ance with these new requirements resulted in capital cost addi-
tions as well as greater management and labor costs.

1

The reduction in demand growth presented f urther problems f or
utilities. Lower load growth yielded a smaller-than-anticipated
kilowatt-hour base over which to spread costs; this resulted in
even greater increases in electricity costs. In addition, utili-

,

ties had begun to reach the limits of achieving increased effi-
ciencies through economies of scale. In short, there were f ewer
means lef t for reducing per-kilowatt costs.

Af ter the accident at TMI in 1979, NRC issued orders for numer-
ous backfits, for both new hardware and revised safety proce-
dures. This contributed to increased investment and operating
costs at existing nuclear plants. The frantic pace of back-
fitting that followed the TMI accident contributed to what many
nuclear utilities referred to as an unstable and unpredictable
licensing ~ environment rendering future commitments to nuclear
power to be extremely risky f rom a financial viewpoint.

On the other hand, it is now recognized that some nuclear util-
ities, through inexperience in managing programs as complex and
unforgiving as a nuclear power plant, contributed substantially
to their plant's cost increases. For exampl e, some utilities
did not closely monitor their architect-engineers and other
contractors, did little to instill a corporate " culture" that
would maintain accountability and responsibility for high
standards and quality assurance, and underestimated the
diff erences between building and operating a nuclear plant
versus a coal plant. For utilities with these characteristics,
construction delays were likely and, subsequently , per unit
construction costs were much higher than for other nuclear
utilities. Nonetheless, many utilities with well-managed -

lnuclear plants found themselves troubled by external f actors
such as inflation and regulatory influence, which were generally
outside of their control. As a result, utilities owning nuclear
plants found themselves struggling, to some extent, with rising
costs and the resulting public resistance to recognize the
legitimacy of many of the cost increases.

While the utilities were reeling f rom the impact of multiplying
costs, the PUCs began exhibiting resistance to granting rate in-
creases. Instead of submitting for rate increases once every
several years, as was common in the 1960s, utilitiec were going |
before their PUCs at least every year, or more often, for rate,

relief. Not only did many of the PUCs have inadequate staf f and
resources for handling this workload increase, but in many
cases, they were also responding to political pressure f rom
their constituents to keep rates from rising. What resulted was
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regulatory lag; rate-increases could not or would not keep up
.with utility expenditures for additional fuel and capital costs.

The response of utilities to inadequate rate relief and a per-
ceived unstable NRC regulatory environment has been to minimize
capital investments and to cancel plants to reduce company loss-
es f rom rate suppression. Inadequate rate relief leads to a
reduction in a utility's ability to raise cash and lowers its
' bond ratings. Because of the perceived higher risks, the re-
turns for debt issues (bonds) and equity capital (stocks) must
be higher. This raises a utility's cost of capital.

j Eugene Myer, Vice President and Director of Finance at Kidder
| Peabody & Co., explains how declining bond earnings exacerbate

the problems of raising external financing:'

I Already, declining bond ratings have taken many of the com-
panies into rating levels where some pension funds and some

j insurance companies are no longer able to hold these securi-
| ties. They may have to be marked down on the books or the

securities may have to be gpid at decidedly lower levels:
than their original value.

; This lowers the value of the stocks and increases the utility's
costs to raise capital. Not only will it then become more ex-.

i pensive to issue stocks and bonds, but there is also pressure
f rom the credit rating authorities, such as Standard and Poors,
to toughen the criteria used to measure utility credit worthi-;

ness. Standard & Poor's cites trends for continued cost in-
{ creases (such as the lack of assurance of future sales growth,

and customers seeking alternatives to traditional service --'

' such as through cogeneracion as reason for making it harder for
utilities to raise money.22 );

i The rate relief problem is f urther exacerbated by the refusal of

| many PUCs to allow utilities to include construction-work-in-
; progress (CWIP) costs in the rate base. Without CWIP costs,

these utilities must use the allowance-for-funds-used-during-
construction (AFUDC) accounting method; the latter adds to rate
shock because it delays payment for the costs of borrowed money

! until the plant comes on line. The Financial Standards Account-
j ing Board (FSAB) issued proposed rule changes that, if adopted,
I

would limit the ability of utilities to def er costs and claim
profits that have not been realized (these non-realized profits'

j show up in annual reports as profit but, in fact, result f rom
AFUDC earnings). In previous years, this did not cause problems,

because deferral periods usually spanned only two to four years.'

However, with construction delays of 10 years or longer:

i
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j

| ...the amount of expenses utilities defer has grown, thanks*

largely to the S3 billion to SS billion being spent on
building nuclear plants. . . . Meanw hile, state regulators
are becoming increasingly hesitant to allow utilities to

~

i

recover their deferred costs within five to 10 years.
Indeed with the prospect of nuclear plant abandonments,
regulators have raised doubts about whether somp utilities
will ever be able to recover deferred expenses.Z3

Not only have PUC rulings denying or delaying rate relief had a
major impact on utility finances, but an increased tendency in
recent years by PUCs to question the prudency of previous man-
agement decisions (largely in reaction to plant abandonments,
cost overruns, and excess capacity) has also had a significant
effect on utilities. A recent study conducted by the National1

Regulatory Research Institute (NRRI), the research arm of the
j National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, dis-

)cusses the likely effects:t

:

. . .where the prudency test is regularly applied, a utility
policy of minimal investment in f uture generating capacity
"seems likely to occur unless commissions also provide posi-
tive investment incentives or underinvestment penalties." '.

Besides the extremes of underinvestment and potential bank-
ruptcy, other conceivable effects of a rigorous use of the
prudence standard are increased capital costs, more, formal
" arms length" dealings with vendors, higher construction
contract bids, increased litigation among parties to a con-,

tstruction proj ect, more detailed record keeping and less
technical innovation.24

.

The NRRI report argues that several key issues need to be clari-
fled on the subject of prudency in regulatory law:

... state (public utility commissions] in applying the test
have concentrated more in setting out the facts of specific
cases than on the elements of a prudent decision or on thes

procedural elements of a prudence inquiry. What still
needs to be developed is a well established process f or
determini
managers.gg what constitutes a prudent decision for utility

:

In summary, the utility reaction to rising costo, rate suppres-
;

i sion prudency hearings, and an unstable regulatory environment
i hac largely been to reduce capitalization plans; f orestall plan-
I ning f or f uture demand by using the lowest cost, shor t-term plan-

ning alternative; and cancel plants. Utilities caught in such
binds have begun to confront state regulatory authorities with ,

| |
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the consequences of regulatory pressures. For example, Public
Service of Indiana adopted a shareholder's resolution, backed by'

management, that it will " minimize future capital investments
for the purpose of construction of new generating plants until

the state of Indiana adopts a better attitude towag5ds construc-
tion and shareholders' investments in new plants. " While

,

acknowledging that additional generating capacity will be needed
in the near future, the resolution states that "the investment
of the company shareholders should not be unreasonably put at
risk through large capital programs planned to meet such de-
mands.=25 Utilities are also fighting incentive regulation
policies of PUCs when such policies are perceived as (1) being
inflexible to changing plant conditions, (2) being
counterproductive to utility planning efforts, or (3) increasing
utility financial risks. Not only do the conflicts discussed in.

this section pit ratepayers against investors, but as will be
discussed in the f ollowing section, it is possible that these
conflicts may indirectly have negative eff ects on the safety of
nuclear power plants.

2.4.3.2 .indep.cnd enLBe a u l a t oILDirec tiles

Under-investment in new power plant construction is not the only
serious result that can occur under rate suppression conditions.
A more subtle result can also be the reduction of expenditures
for plant operation and maintenance. A trimming of expendable
operation and maintenance costs is not problematic, but when |
crucial maintenance is delayed or not conducted at all, in order
to save costs, then the question arisen "How much does this hurt
plant saf ety?" In a study of declining performance of electric
generating units, Dr. Marie Corio of the National Economic
Research Associates, Inc., surveyed coal units to find the
causal factor of lower performance. The study found

| . . . that if a utility's earnings are squeezed, poor unit
performance follows -- although it takes a couple of years
for this to become apparent in lower availability and high-
er costs to the ratepayer.26

The study recommended that PUCs not establish incentives that
"could backfire and send a utility into a declining cycle of low

oninvestments."ggheatrates, high fuel costs, and low returnsavailability, po
Although this study examined only coal

pl ant s, these same principles could also apply to nucicar
units. Reducing operation and maintenance expenditures beyond a i

certain point in response to pressuree from state regulators to
reduce overall operating costs is bound to be counterproductive
to measures for improving reliability, quality control, and
quality assurance,

i

.
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State PUC pressure to ' reduce costs by issuing directives and in-
centives to get nuclear plants on line sooner or to keep them op-
erating is another possible concern to plant saf ety. At an'Octo-
ber 4, 1984, NRC meeting, two of the Commissioners, Frederick
Bernthal and James Asselstine, voiced these exact concerns. At
this meeting, NRC voted unanimously to grant a full-power oper-
ating license to Union Electric Company for Callaway Unit 1.
Union Electric f aced a deadline to get its plant into commercial
operation, yet the plant had suffered a number of mishaps in pre-
operational tegting that caused delays since receiving its low-
power license.Z7 The Commissioners voiced concern that such
pressures by state regulators could be hurting plant safety.

Ancther means by which PUCs can exert influence that may pos-
sibly result in undesirable saf ety consequences is to require a
nuclear plant to operate at a certain capacity or else face fi-
nancial penalties. The worse the plant's capacity f actor be-
comes, the more likely a PUC is to try to create incentives for
better performance. Public Service of Colorado is fighting such
an order by its PUC. The Colorado PUC is requiring that Public
Service of Colorado's Fort St. Vrain plant operate at a minimum
of 53% capacity for 12 months; if not, then the company would be

" " "'requireg8
~

'

payers. Rulings such as this provide powerful incentives
for utilities to comply, with little regard to evaluation of the
overall consequences involved, such as its overall and long-term
eff ects on plant saf ety and reliability.

Another example of a PUC ruling that is possibly harmful to
plant perf ormance concerns the Calif ornia PUC and its proposal
for setting rates at the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant. The Cali-
fornia PUC is considering using the PURPA-based concept of
avoided costs (or basing payments on the economic value of the
energy produced) instead of the traditional " cost-of-service"
method, whereby the utility is reimbursed for its construction!

costs. Under the avoided-cost pricing method, "the risk of down-

time and below-par operation of a power plant are gransf erred toits owners, and are not shared by its customers. "2 One of. j

the California PUC's economists estimated that the impact of us- 1

ing this novel rate proposal would be "a $500 million to $3 bil- |
lion cost disallowance over the lif e of both units" with the
widerangedueto"differingassumptionsonfuturefuelpriggsand capacity needs used in determining avoided-cost rates."

i Adoption of such novel rate methods would change the assumptions
for cost reimbursement under which Pacific Gas & Electric con-
structed the two Diablo Canyon units. It is not clear whether
this rate method would distinguish in any way between costs in-
curred because of utility mistakes and costs that the utility
incurs (1) in its efforts to comply with NRC regulations or (2)
to enhance plant saf ety or reliability.

I
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In summary, the problem facing nuclear-owning utilities is how
to set their own standards for assuring plant safety and to also
satisfy possibly conflicting regulatory initiatives issued by
their state PUCs and NRC. The PUCs, reacting to political pres-
sure from their constituents, attempt to reduce nuclear construc-
tion and operation costs, some of which resulted directly f rom
NRC directives, and the NRC issues directives to utilities
largely without regard to the economic impacts on operations.
The regulatory responsibilities of both parties do not have to
be mutually exclusive, but as long as safety and economic regu-
lators continue to operate independently, these possibilities
may continue to arise. There are potential safety and quality
assurance problems that can arise from these conflicts; these
merit serious attention f rom NRC's licensing staff. NRC's Of-
fice of State Programs has a monitoring effort underway to track
changing state PUC regulations and their eventual ef f ect on
plant saf ety once implemented. The NRC staff in charge of these
efforts occasionally establish informal contact with state PUCs,
and their consultants, but do not promote formal and regular com-
munication between the NRC and PUCs where problems of mutual in-
terest could be discussed. NRC's program represents a step in
the right direction. However, more formal, regular communica-
tion between the NRC's licensing staff and the PUC staff is
needed to assure that potential conflicts are identified and al-
leviated.

2.4.3.3 The FAderALGoy_ctrcenLPeI;ipec.tive

The federal government has vital interests in resolving some of
the dif f erences and conflicts between state and f ederal regula-
tors of nuclear power plants. From the federal government's
perspective, a number of key concerns appear to be critical

Rate suppression that deteriorates utility financial.

health and discourages investment may result in supply
shortages in the 1990s and beyond. This could result in
deterioration of economic growth, and if a solution is
not implemented in time, the only way to meet short-term
capacity shortf alls is to build smaller, less efficient,
generators. In the long term, this will translate into
higher costs to produce electricity.

Continued reliance on foreign oil and purchased power.

(e.g., electricity purchased f rom Canada and Mexico) has
potentially serious national security implications.

Future shortages of electricity, and resultant economic.

impacts, will not be evenly disbursed, but regional, and
may result in labor displacement.

No national grid exists by which regional power could be.

more evenly distributed. Some areas of the country have
access t'o substantial resources f rom regional power
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pools, but certain areas of the country, such as Texas,
'

are not connected to any regional power pool that could
help alleviate potential future shortages in their
areas. With inadequate power, jobs and economic growth
will be hurt; this effect is likely to occur only in
certain regions.

The financing of plants under construction could have a.

significant overall impact on the U.S. debt structure.
The longer these plants take to be completed, the more

l severe this impact. While current calculations are spec-
ulative, one investment firm estimates that completion
costs for all outstanding units could total $40 billioni

and would have to be raised in the capital markets due
'

,

to insufficient internal utility cash reserves.21

!
Despite these~ concerns, the federal government has not yet de-
fined a role for itself in addressing and resolving the con-
flicts between federal and state regulators. Variour parts of
these problems may be understood, but there is no organized,
centralized approach to the matter.

Unless better coordination can be encouraged, the accusations
made between the utilities, NRC, and the PUCa will continue to
breed more distrust and to encourage adversarial relations. Thei

battles over who is to pay for nearly completed plants such as
Seabrook, Shoreham, and Grand Gulf will continue to rage between
ratepayers and stockholders. It is not uncommon for regulators
to rule that unless new plants coming on line are "used and
usef ul," they will not be allowed in the ratebase. Some PUCs,,

: such as the Ohio PUC, have ruled that absolutely no amount
invested in a plant will be allowed in the rate base unless the'

i plant is used and useful. Another example is a tendency of some
PUCs to deny rate recovery if a new plant brought on line re-

j sults'in an excessive reserve margin. The Kansas State Corpor-
{ ation Commission criticized the recently licensed Wolf Creek
' nuclear plant because bringing the plant on line would result in

excess capacity.ity investment in the S3 billion plant."gg payback to cover util-It proposed only " scan
Investor wariness

and distrust of the capital raising system will continue to,

cause problems for utilities needing more capital to complete
| their plants.
!

In reaction to state regulatory pressures, some utilities that
i are f orecasting a need for power are going to extremes to avoid

unf avorable regulatory rulings f rom their state PUCs by:

Using privately raised money in place of ratepayer mon-.

ey, Public Service Company of New Mexico is "considering,

taking part in a pow'er plant venture with General Elec-
tric. corp., Bechtel Group, Combustion Engineering Corp.,,

I
i

!
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and the Navajo Indian tribe. Project officials say four
500,000-kilowatt plants would be located in northwest
New Mexico and would sell power to utilities in several
western states."30

"Five Iowa utilities recently banded together to form.

a power dispatching partnership known as Enerex. At
first. .. the partnership will channel existing power
supplies among the partners. But in the future...
Enerex could be converted into [an] independent [mwer
producer, sellingstate regulators."ggwer to utilities and sidestepping

Tucson Electric Company " spun off its wholesale sales.

unit in December, forming a power operation and sales
company called Alamito Co. Alamito assumed ownership of
one Tucson Electric power plant in Arizona and part
ownership of another in New Mexico. The company sells
power f rom the plants to Tucson Electric and San Diego
Gas & Electric Co. Shif ting Alamito into the interstate

bulk power market means the ggmpany moves f rom state to
federal regulatory control. "

Nevada's Sierra Pacific Power Company proposed construc-.

tion of an eight-unit, 2,000,000-kilowatt "ene rgy pa rk"
near Wells, Nevada. Such non-utilities as Paine Webber
Group, McDermott's Inc., Babcock & Wilcox Co., and Union
Pacific Corporation's Rocky Mountain Energy Corporation
expressed interest in building the coal-fired project
and selling power to out-of-state customers. Sierra
Pacific itself might some day buy power f rom the park,
but it would own only a small piece of th P 'freeing it from state regulatory control.$0

These cases illustrate a belief by utilities that new generating
plants may receive better treatment during rate-setting proco-
dures f rom FERC than f rom their state PUCs. FERC is now experi-
menting with decontrolling bulk pcwer cales among six southwcet-
ern states and plans to extend this experiment to other states.
Depending on the outcome of these deregulation experiments,
"some industry experts believe utilities will seek federal
shelter for f uture energy proj ects, thereby avoiding harsher
state regulation."30 This path could result in some relief to
utilities caught between federal government-instituted high con-
struction costs and PUC rate suppression.

2.5 SUMMARY

Understanding the roots of regulatory and legislative influences
affecting utility constructicn and operation of nuclear power
plants helps to provide insight into how today's nuclear power
plant decision-making process became so complex and disordered;

I
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it also helps to describe the restraints within which each of
the major institutions active in this decision-making process
must operate. Utilities are -subjected to delay and higher costs
as a result of increasing federal authority (derived from vari-
ous sources) over their activities. Yet, state regulators are
of ten unwilling to recognize and accept thes- additional costs,'
and many utilities, caught between f ederal and state jurisdic-
tions, feel trapped. Some utilities, forecasting a need for
power, are considering alternative arrangements to bypass tradi-
tional regulatory restraints presented by their state PUCs.
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3.0 PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
ORGANIZATIONAL, FINANCIAL, AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS

Many noted publications addressed the problems inherent in a frag-
mented U.S. nuclear power decision-making process and of f ered
recommendations for organizational, financial, and other improve-
ments, particularly af ter the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI)
Unit 2 in 1979. The purpose of this chapter is to review these
publications for recommendations. These recommendations empha-
size changes intended to improve quality assurance in reactor con-
struction and operations, make the licensing process more effi-
cient and effective, reduce. costs, enhance service reliability,
and improve the industry's health. While these recommendations
address improvements to be made by the three major institutions
(utilities, Public Utility Commissions [PUCs], and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commicsion [NRC]), none focus on resolving the overall
problem of disaggregated interests, incentives, and responsi-
bilities. This subject is covered in Chapter 5.0. Those re-
commendations that could be generally implemented within the
nuclear industry's present structure and within existing regu-
latory authority are identified. The criteria used to discern
whether a recommendation could be implemented in the existing
environment is whether it would require new federal or state
legislation. Any progress that has been made in implementing
these ideas, in whole or in part by the Institute for Nuclear
Power Operations (IN PO) or other segments of the industry, is
also referenced and progress is noted.

3.1 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

The recommendations are grouped according to which innt f tution
would be effecting the change. This resulted in four categories:
(1) utility-induced changes, (2) state PUC- and Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission- (PERC) induced changes, (3

Congressionally-induced changes.[ NRC-inducedchanges, and (4) The

" Changes requiring Congressional approval are not considered in
detail because of a contractual preference for those changes
that are possible within the existing legislative structure.
However, to provide a broader perspective and for completeness,
a small section in this chapter is devoted to listing recommen-
dations that require legislation.
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majority of the recommendations focus on changes in NRC's organi-
zation. This bias might be traced to the strongly negative reac-
tions from the nuclear industry to NRC's backfitting policies
following the accident at TMI. Some of these recommendations for
changes in NRC have already been addressed or are under .considera-
tion. These were not excluded f rom this chapter because they
help to provide a historical perspective on changes in NRC's poli-
cies and organization. Many other recommendations are included
that NRC has no control over or that are outside of HRC's scope.
For example, some of these recommendations have been included
because they help describe the influences that many utilities now
face that are significantly aff ecting their costs, their capa-
bility to provide services to electricity customers, and their
ability to respond effectively to NRC regulatory directives.

3.1.1 Utility-Inchtccd_ChangnD

Changes that have been recommended for initiation at the utility
level are discussed in this section.

1. Utilities should join together to finance, construct, and
,
'

operate several nuclear units. Management would be vest-
ed in a " strong" lead utility with successful nuclear ex-
perienge or drawn from the designer or supplier organiza-
tions.1

COE8ERT: This is feasible within the existing struc-
ture. This pattern is already evolving and several
plants serve as examples. Few utilities are now singic
owners of large nuclear plants because of the high
costs. However, as is discussed in the " lessons learned"
section of Chapter 4.0 nummarizing major themen brought
out in the four case studies, for this recommendation to
succeed, the lead utility must manage this operation
well. Smaller utilities lacking successful nuclear ex-
perience could be overwhelmed if they attempted to take
the " lead" utility position.

2. Federal legislation should be passed allowing states to
enter into multi-state agreemento covering power supply
planning, siting, economic regulation, and certification
of the need for power. States should be allowed the
choice of limiting regional activition to planning only.
Planning could be defined to include, for examples elec-
tricity demand and supply forecasts, reliability and
reserve requirements, increased power pooling and inter-
connecgions, and electricity import and export agree-
ments.

f0BMERT: This would require legislative action.
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3. An operating consortium should be chartered with the
capacity to operate the plants of several utilities on
either a contract or receivership basis.3,4,5

f0HMENT: This may be f easible without legislation but
may require Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
approval under the Federal Holding Company Act depending
on the locations of the operating plants. However, it is
IEAL's judgment that the separation of ownership f rom
operational responsibilities and accountability may be
undesirable.

4. To improve service, the vertically integrated electric
utility industry should be severed into its two func-1

tional parts: generation and transmission on the one
hand, and distribution on the other. Regional entities
could concentrate on building a fully integrated gener-
ation and transmission system and realize the large

| cpportunities for savings. A transmission network with
common carrier obligations could f oreclose redundant,
duplicative lines and provide economical transfers of
power between regions. Finally, if distribution com-
panics were solely concerned with the ultimate customer,

management would devote morg attention to the quality ofservice and consumer needs|

COMMENT: This would require Icgislative 5ction.

5. Federal government-owned, regional nuclear power author-
; ities should be established. This would help to get

around the gamut of regulatory impediments that r equi re
the coordination of state PUCs and many federal agencies
such no NRC, FERC, SEC, the Internal Revenue Service, and'

the Environmental Protection Agency.7
;

COMMENT: This would require legislative action.

6. A government entity that would finance the construction;

of nuclear power plants and sell power to existing utili-
i ties should be organized. The utility's role would be

limited to transmission and distribution of power. The4

i government could use this method to pursue national
energy policy objectives.7 ,, ,,,

f0MMENT: This would require legislative action of the
nort that created the Tennessee Valley Authority and the'

i Bonneville power Authority.

7. Utilities should organize so that they have financially
independent generation and transmission companies within1

a holding-company f ramework. These companics could be'

initially regulated by PERC gnd could become participantst
in deregulation experiments.'

!
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SOBBERT: This would not require legislative action.
Some utilities have already begun to try this option.
See Section 2.4.3.3.

8. Mergers among very small utilities should be encouraged
to the extent that they f acilitate power pooling, coor-

dination, andconstructionoffacilitiegthattakeadvan-
tage of scale and networking economics

EQMMERT: This would not requi're Icgislative action.
Because large nuclear power plants are expensive, many
utilities already merge their resources for construction
to attain economics of scale.

9. Future contracts for nuclear plant construction should
incorporate a reasonable allocation of the risks of cost
increases between the electric utilities, their construc-
tors, and their nuppliers. This allocation could range
from fixed-price contracts for elements of plant con-
struction, to provisions for cost escalation subject to
caps or incentive systems. The allocation of economic
risks would necessarily be linked to the allocation of

responsibilitico for managing thg project and the ability
of parties to control the costs

CCR2TJCE: This would not require legislative action. It
is widely believed that cost plus-fixed-fee contracto con-
tributed to cost overruns and to failures of configu-
ration management of some nuclear power plants. Ilow eve r ,
good contract management is needed with any type of
contracting if the end product is to be of high quality.

10. Within each nuclear utility, an office chould be created
that would report to the chief executive officer and
would be the corporate focal point on all matters related
to nuclear safety.4

f0MMERT: No legislative action would be required. This
is being done in some nuclear utilitico. It helps focus
corporate commitment to the saf ety of nuclear planto,
but it is not a panacea. For example, the Tenneccee Val-
ley Authority has had this structure since approximately
1980.

11. Nuc1 car utilities in the construction phase should catab-
lish (where not now in place) ctrong, in-house nuclear
construction program management expertice. With overrunn
in the hundreds of millions of dollarn not uncommon,
utilitico cannot afford to get involved in the design and
construction of a nuclear plant without the ability to at
leant make informed independent anacocmento of construc-
tion plana and progrens. If this in-house capability in
not provide,d, due to inadequate financial renourc
contracted-for capabilities should be encouraged.go,
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f

EQMMERT: No 1cgislative action would be required. It is
important for nuclear utilitica to either have auch in-

"

house capability or to contract out if it is not avail-
able. In the latter case, however, experience with this
option has demonstrated that this is most ef fective only
when the utility can work closely with the contractor and
manage its services. Contractors have left utilitica

; without imparting the ability to do the job once the con-
; tracted work was completed.

3.1.2 EEC/EIEC-InduceLChanges

Recommended changes focused exclusively on rate-cetting proco-
dures are discussed in this section.

:

1. The inclusion of Construction Work in P ogress (CWIP) in
utility rate bases should be allowed. *

COMMENT: Some states aircady allow come or all CWIP to
; be incorporated into the rate base. In states that do

not allow CWIP, legislation would likely be required.
<

2. Federal government leadership should be provided in the-

| areas of both federal and state actions that, by regu- '

lation or order, assure adequate financing over the full
period of construction.1

,

COMMENT: This action would likely require federal and
state legislative action.

L

i 3. FERC, state PUCs, and regional regulatory entitica should
'

consider the adoption of benefit-sharing approachen to
rate making designed to encourage utilition to invent in
strategies providing reliable supply and energy servicco;

at the lowest possible cost over the long tera. <

l

! EQMMERT: Incentive regulation, deolgned to reward utili-
! ties for good performance or impose penaltien if the util-

ity f ails to perf orm to specified standards, is already
'

in place in various states. The results are mixed. Some i

are designed colely to contain conto and take too narrow I

a view of the whole picture of nuclear plant reliabil-
ity. Some people f ear that there is a potential to
detract from safety if incentiveo are put in the wrong
place (e.g. , keeping the plant on line even if it is
un r eliabl e. )

4. FERC's authority over wholcoale, interstate trannactionn i

to individual states or regional regulatory bodico should
be expaD ed, at the option of the ntate or states in-d
volved.4

COMMERT: This would require logiciative action.
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5. FERC's jurisdiction over interstate wholesale trans-
actions should be shif ted to regional regulatory bodies

|where they exist and when they desire such authority 4 ;

f0MBENT: This would require legislative action.

6. Regional regulatory agencies should be established in
place of existing state systems.6
COMMENT: This would require legislative action.

7. The system of sliding rate scales (the more purchased,
the less cost per unit) should be e |costpricingshouldbesubstituted.giminated; marginala8

; COMMENT: This would not necessarily require legislative'

action by state PUCs.

, 8. The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commis-
'

sioners, the PUCs, and the federal government could
develop a program to achieve greater uniformity among
states in generic criteria used for regulation of nucicar

i utilities.*
f

COMMENT: This would likely require legislative action.

9. Base rates should not be set on historical cost. This
bears little relationship to the cost of new equip-
ment.7

1 COEMERT: As above, changes to rate-base-setting procc-
! dures would not necessarily require legislative changes.
! As mentioned in Section 2.4.3.2, California is consider-
'

ing the use of a rate system based not on historical cost
but, instead, on the economic value of the electricity
produced. This in a novel, unproven approach for appli-
cation to large-scale nuclear power plants, and it is
unclear whether this will be beneficial to the utility or

! to plant saf ety and operations. '

10. Federal policy should encourage more power pooling and
coordination; it should also develop cicar criteria for'

access to transmission and coordination (acilities and ,

for rate payments reflecting true costs.o
,

.CQEMERT: This is a feasible policy alternative for the
federal government to undertake. NRC is probably not the || right federal agency to undertake this task, except as it r

may require high qualification standards for owners and .

operators of nuclear power plants. If PERC were to com- |
pel utilities to engage in those activities, it would
likely be done by attaching amendments to the Federal
Power Act.

I
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11. The federal government should be encouraged to experiment
with deregulation of wholesale tgansactions where compet-
itive opportunities are present

f0HMENT: This is a feasible policy alternative for the
federal government to undertake. NRC is not the federal1

agency to undertake this task.

; 12. To avoid problems of rate suppression stimulated by polit-
ical actions of PUC commissioners, those states thati

'

elect their commissioners should, instead, consider ap-
pointing them for terms at least ao long ao it takes to
build a power plant. Other suggested reforms includes
(1) financing PUCo through ansconments on utilities in
some'atates, rather than using general tax revenuco, (2)
providing PUCa with greater autonomy to determine budget
size and its expenditure, and (3) assuring
PUCsthroughhighersalariesandstandards.gggherquality

COMMENT: The management and regulation of nuclear power
plants are complex undertakings of significant importance
to the public good. If unqualified people are in posi-
tions of authority at any level, it is a serious problem
requiring prompt action, yet the political dif ficultiesi

that would be encountered in ef f ecting changco in these /
systems may be enormous. NRC could investigate the ex-
tent to which PUC policies adversely af f ect public health.

and safety. If the findings indicate such adverse
effects, then NRC could investigate administrative or
legal steps that are available for use.

e

3.1.3 RIlC-InduccLChangco

! Proposed changen to the NBC's organization or activities are
described in this cection.

i

}
'

1. Many licenseco complained that inexperienced NHC staff
' members were a problem. Allegedly, such staff do not

'

have suf ficient appreciation for how a nucicar power
,

plant is constructed or operated, yet they are capable of
; influencing regulatory policica that greatly af f ect plant
1 construction and operation. In addition, concern han

also been voiced that of fices within NRC do not communi-'

cate well and sometimeo issue inconsistent regulatory
directions. An a result of these concerno, coveral rec-
ommendations emerged

(1) NRC should establish a policy that practical experi-
once is a requisite f or key staf f, and that a pro-
gram should be arranged to make thin poonibic.J
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(ii) NRC should have a program that provides for planned
rotation, or periodic reassignment, of senior staff
managers. This would help to ensure that the agency
performs as a team and not as an uncoordinated group
of competing offices, each unfamiliother'sfunctionsandcapabilities.gtylththe*

EQMBENT: Implementation of these recommendations would
not require legislation. NRC has attempted to upgrade
its staff's training by using simulators and various
forms of classroom training and by exercising new hiring
practices. Utilities applaud these efforts but claim
that they will never equal the value of on-line experi-
ence in or around reactotc. Interoffice and regional
reaccignments of perconnel have helped to climinate the
problem of parochialism, but management development at
NRC deserves careful attention over the long term just an
it does in utilitico.

2. Strong measures are needed to strengthen the onsite tech-
nical capability and management of utilities at reactor
sites, including a new philosophy and new program for
improved operator training, and new NRC requirements to
ensure that qualified engineering supervisorn with inti-
mate knowledge of the plant will be part of the onsite
supervisory chain on every reactor operating shift. For
exampl e, the agency could accredit training institutionn
for operators and their immediate supervisors. Operators
and their supervisors should be required by NRC to paon
examinations at the licensing and relicenning stage.
This training should not end once the plant becomec li-
consed, but should be continued and be well intggggted
with operating experience at individual planto. J s 2 Z

COMMERT: Operators are licensed by NRC. NRC's activ-
ities to develop a licensing program for other operating
personnel are generally on hold pending the outcome of
industry initiativeu under the guidance of the Nuclear
Utilitico Management and lluman Resourceo Committee
( NU MARC) .

3. NRC should place greater emphanic on reviewing the re-
lationchip of caf ety activitico to related activitien of
other agencico. NRC should also be required to cotablich
and explain safety-cost trade-offu. Where additional
saf ety improvements are not cicarly outweighed by cont
considerations, there phould be a prescription in favor
of the nafety change

LQUMERT: The NRC policy ctatement on nafety goaln rep-
recento progrecn in thin area. Ilowever, NRC han not had
a significant effect on the problema that exist at the
federal and state interface and the dinincentiven that
they may create for oafety.
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4. NRC should be restructured to be headed by a single

administrator)*yhg*yg11beaccountabletothePresidentand Congress. *

! EOMBERT: This action would require federal legislation.

5. NRC should establish an oversight committee on nuclear
reactor safety. Its purpose would be to examine, on a

J continuing bacio, the performance of the agency and of j

the nucicar industry in (1) addressing and resolving
-

i

important public saf ety issues accociated with the

construction and operation of nuclear power plantg and
(2) exploring the overall ricks of nuclear power. ;

I EQBMERT: A Nuclear Saf ety Oversight Committee was cre-
ated by the Carter Administration. It expired per its

; own sunset limitations and had little lasting ef f ect. A
recommendation for the establishment of a statutory of-i

fice of Nucicar Saf ety headed by a director retorting di-,

rectly to NRC was of f ered by Brookhaven National Labora-
; tory to NRC in a November 1984 report (W.Y. Kato et al.,

"Draf t -- An Independent Safety Organization," Department
of Nuclear Energy, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton,

'

i N.Y., November 15, 1984). Ilow ev er , this suggestion has
not received wide cupport within NHC.j

i 6. NRC should institute a quality annurance audit program
for NRC regulation. This would enhance public confidence ,

in NRC's quality accurance program. The audit should be r

conducted by someone independent of NRC. The auditors
should be in a position in which they can receive con-

, fidential complaints from both inside and outside the
4 agency. One major purpose of the program would be to
! ensure that regulatory reviews are conduc pd {airly and2 tl1 according to approved plano and criteria.

| EQBMERT: The quality annurance program wan recently
audited by the General Accounting Of fice and NBC's own;

'

Office of Inspector and Auditor, and it is expected that
thene kindo of audits by outside groups will appear
periodically. In addition, the newly panned Backfit

.
Rule, and related utaf f procedures, will provide addi-

| tional accurance that regulatory reviewn are conducted
| fairly and according to approved plano and criteria.
j With regard to internal complaintu, the NRC han an active
- and viable program for differing profeccional opinions

from internal staff.
|

7. With nuperior saf ety built into the plant and operatorc *

with a proven record of cafety-first performance, NitC
should specif y perf ormance ntandardo and not impone a
" cookbook" of rules and regulationn that specif y how the |

operator nhall run the plant. The regulatory proccan for
,

'
t
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|
f

all new plants should f ollow the pattern in other nations
; of strescing respect, cooperation, and performance. The
| NRC staff for auditing new planto should be made up of

people who have experience in nucicar power plants, can'

| recognize and respect the judgmentu of people in the

| plants, and yet can come cigyn hard when performance is
teally inimical to safety

fDMMENT: This could be accomplished without legislative t

action. |,

| i

| 8. The nuclear industry suf fers unneccesarily when f ederal
agencico cannot reach agreement on or coordinate their'

regulatory policies that af fect nuclear power plant con-
struction or operation. For example, something needs to
be done to simplify the current review and approval proc-
con for emergency planning measuren used by FEMA and
NRC. The current proccan is subject to abuse, inefficien- |
cien, and financial burdens cince FEMA and NHC cannot com- !

pel states and localitico to adopt their requirements; !

yet, without their comp severe rentrainto can beimposedontheutility{iance,,

COMMDC: This 10 a controversial area. NHC and FEMA
have tried various approachen to alleviate the problem.
Early attention to local concernu and scientifically
cound source-term estimaten hold some promise for
improvement in the long term. !i

9. Standardized plant dooigno should be licenned 3,7,9,15

f08MDG: This would not ruluire Icginiative action. NHC
has aircady licenced neveral standardized planto, such au r

the SNUPPS, GESSAR II, and CESSAR System 80 designn. The
burden for carrying out thin option rectu with the indun-

,

try in that utilitien, not NRC, decide to order standard i

plants. New laws could require ntandardization, Nt that
is not ponnible under current law.

10. Nucicor plant alten should be connidered and ap roved in
advance of an application to conotruct a plant.p)

,

COMMULT: This would not require leginiative action.
Early site approval han been a component of NHC'n nuclear
regulatory proccan for come years, and it in also in-
cluded in NRC'u leginiative proposala. The practical !

nituation in that utilition and staten have not had the
need to atockpile any siten f or new nucicar planto.

11. NRC should institute backfits only if they provide
clearly nubntantial benefits to publi pgf ety and health
that are of greater value than contn. *12'

,
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fQMMENT: This would not require legislative change. NRC
has recently passed a backfit rule that adopts this re-
commendation as policy.

12. The government should institute a one-stage process for
construction and operating licences. This would help to
f reeze design of the plant during construction. Another
idea that would stabilize the reggigtpgy procecc is the
institution of readiness reviews. * *

COMMENT: One-step licensing is a component of various
configuration management and associated regulatory reform
bills mentioned above. ' Readiness reviews will help to
control design changes. A sort of readincos review ic
being tried on the Vogtle nuclear power plant as a pilot
study. Readincos reviews ate also being considered for
the WNP Unita 1 and 3 plants.

13. NRC should change the hearing format to be more like a
| 1egislative hearing and less like a formal trial.16Thic
! could make them more effective and expeditious.9,

f0MMENT: It is not clear whether this would require
legiciative action.

14. Functions of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement
must receive incresced emphasic, and managpment of those
functions should be improved; f or example:22

(1) There should be an improved program for the sys-
tematic safety evaluationc of currently operating
plants in order to ancess the compliance with
current requirements, to asacco the need to make new

: requirements retroactive to older plants, and to
identify new cafety isouco.

(ii) Thorn should be a program for the systematic acceno-
ment of experience in operating reactors, with

! special emphasis on discovering patterns in abnormal
| occurencoc. An overall quality accurance meacure-

ment and reporting cyctem based on thic cyctematic'

acaecoment abould be developed to provide (1) a meac-j
ute of the overall improvement or decline in safety

,

and (2) a base for specific programs aimed at curing'

deficiencico and improving safety. Licenneen munt
receive cicar instructions on reporting requiremento
and cicar communications cummarizing the Icoconn of'

experience at other reactorn.

| (iii) The agency should be authorized and directed to an-
cono cubntantial penaltien for licensee f ailure to'

report new "caf ety-related" inf ormation or for'

violation of rulco defining practicco or conditionn
,

) already known to be unsaf e.

1
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(iv) The agency should be directed to require its enforce-
,

ment personnel to perform improved inspection and |
i

auditing of licensee compliance with regulations and !
,

to conduct major and unannounced onsite inspections
of particular plants.

(v) Each operating licensee should be subject period-
ically to intensive and open review of its perform- I

ance according to the requirements of its licence :

and applicable regulations.

(vi) The agency chould be directed to adopt criteria for .

(1) revocation of licenses, (2) sanctions short of
revocation such as probationary status, and (3) any
kinds of saf ety violations requiring immediate plant
shutdown or other operational saf eguardo.

COMMENT: These recommendations were considered and acted
upon by NRC in its development of the TMI Action Plan

,

( NU REG-0 6 60 ) .
|

i
15. Licensing procedures should foster early and meaningful'

commitments in construction occur.1$ajor financialresolution of saf ety issues before n

fQBMENT: No legislative action would be required to
implement this recommendation. The current NHC licensing
proceso has failed to addrene and resolve this problem.

f 16. oftheagency'sexistingrulco.gdnyatematicreevaluation
NRC chould require a periodic a

24

EDEMERT: No legislative action would be required to ;
'

implement this recommendation. NHC han tried to impic- !
ment this option neveral timeo in the past, but it airi

parently han been a low priority due to budget con-

| strainto.

17. NRC should reduce the inspection f requency of quality!

! annurance reviews and audito and inspectionn at planto
: with good inspection records and should increapg f r -

quency at plants with poor inapection recordc.1'

EOMMENT: NRC unen Systematic Accessment of Licencee Per-
formance (SALP) reviews to help target innpoction re-
courceo in thin manner. NHC han also begun to try risk
anneonment and trending techniques to further improve the
application of inspection resources. '

18.Beforeinnuingacongtructionpermitoranoperatinglicenne, NRC should: 2
,

)
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(1) Review the competency of the prospective operating
licensee to manage the plant and assess the adequacy
of its training program for operating personnel; and

(ii) Require plans for the mitigation of the consequences
of accidents, including the cleanup and recovery of
the contaminated plant.

f0MBENT: These recommendations were considered and acted
upon by NRC in the development of the TMI Action Plan
( NU REG-066 0 ) . The industry has largely taken over these
responsibilities.

19. NRC should establish and enforce higher organizational
and management standards for licenseen.12

EQMMENT: This recommendation was considered and acted
upon by NRC in the development of the TMI Action Plan
( NU REG-0 6 6 0 ) . Recently, with NRC approval, INPO and
NUMARC have taken the initiative in these areas.

20. NRC should upgrade its operator and supervisor licensing
functions.12

EQ8BERT: Congress passed a law to this ef f ect in 1983.
It is contained in the Nuclear Wante Policy Act (Public
Law 97-425), in Section 306. This section directs NRC to
" promulgate regulations, or other appropriate Commincion
regulatory guidance, for the training and qualifications
of civilian nuclear power plant operators, supervisora,
technicians and other appropriate operating person-
nel." In addition, INPO and NUMARC have gained NRC
approval to undertake efforts to improve operator and
supervisor training ao part of their overall programs.
Thene efforts appear to be making progreco, but a large
number of utility programs remain to be accredited and
yearn will be required to observe if there are improve-
mento. A proposal in Congrecc to establish a federal
training academy for operators, sponoored by Represen-
tative Patrick Moynihan (D.-New York), has not obtained
sufficient support for passage.

21. NRC should upgrade its safety emphacia by incorpor-
ating 12

(1) System engineering examination of overall plant de-
nign and performance, including interaction among
major systems and increaned attention to the pooni-
bility of multiple f ailures;

(ii) Review and approval of control room designa (NRC
should consider the need for additional inotru-
mentation and changen in overall design to aid
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!

j understanding of plant status, particularly for
| response to emergencies); and
.

j (iii) An increaced safety research capacity with a broadly
| defined scope, including issues relevant to public
| health.
|

EQMBERT: These recommendations were considered and acted
upon by NRC in the development of its TMI Action Plan
( NUREG-066 0) .

22. NRC should implement interim thitd-party aud
pendent Design Verification Program (IDVP]).{gs (Inde-|

i
,

>

EOMMENT: IDVPs were implemented on an interim basis f or
reviews in the design area for current near-tern'operat-
ing licenses (NTOLa). The Readinesc Review Program is
expected to incorporate much of the IDVP methodology, ex-
cept for the third-party aspect, for any new applicants.

,

23. NRC should improve licensee detection capabilities by
developing definitive guidance for utilitica to determine
root cauces of non-performanceo and to enhance the timeli-
ness of corrective action. NBC also needs to develop de-
finitive guidance for evaluating generic implications of
non-coggormancesfoundindesignandconstructionproc-
eDse0.

f08HERT: NUMARC has requested that NBC defer action in
this area pending the development of industry initia-
tives.

24. NRC should assign resident inspectors to the site as
early as possible, preferably before the issuance of a
construction permit and the start of saf ety-related
activitica.13
COBHERT: NRC has acted upon this recommendation. The
timing of assignment and number of resident inspectoro
for any new project will be evaluated at the time of any
new contruction permit application. More resident in-
spectors are presently being ancigned to construction
citen.

25. NRC should supplement the regional inspection program
with additional une of contractor support for routine
regional inspection programs. Thismore time for reactive inspections.)yill allow URC staf f .

;

EQ8MERT: The Inspection and Enforcement Program budget
for ficcal year 1986 includen over $1 million its
contractor fundu that are availabic for une by the
regional officco to cupplement technical inopections
conducted by the staff.

i
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Contractors with particular expertise a.re being used as
part of the construction Appraisal Team (CAT), Integrated
Design Inspection, and IDVP programs. Based on the gen-
erally successful experience of using contractors with
particular expertise to supplement NRC staf f in these
programs, their use in other inspection programs is being
considered by NRC.

26. NRC should enhance the pre-construction permit review of
an applicant's managerial qualifications, quality assur-
ance program, project team experience, and management's
prior nuclear experience. It should use either an in-
dependent board / committee that would provide expert
knowledge of and experience in plant management, or
expand the duties of the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards to advise NRC on the managerial qualification
of construction permit applicants.13

EQMMENT: This would not require Icgislative action and
has not been attempted because there have been no con-
struction permit applications. In addition, due to NRC
budget and resource priorities assigned to operating
plants, planned work that applied solely to f uture plants
is not being undertaken.

27. NRC should expand the CAT program until the third-party
audit program becomes effective.13

EQBEENT: In recognition of INPO's initiative to conduct
construction proj ect evaluations, a decision was made to
maintain the CAT program at a "one-team" level. Suffi-
cient CAT inspections are conducted at selected sites to
provide an overview of the ef fectiveness of regional con-
struction inspection programs and the adequacy of con-
struction at multi-unit sites. The Readiness Review
Program is being evaluated as a method of achieving the
results that would have been obtained through third-party
audits for future projects.

28. NRC should enhance its vendor and supplier inspection
program. 3

EOMMENT: NRC has taken steps in this direction in the
past two years, including reorganization and relocation
of its vendor inspection program. These changes have
allowed NRC to augment its capabilities for enhancing the
evaluation of its quality assurance program implemen-
tation and for improving its physical examination of
components and services produced and supplied by nucicar
vendors.

29. NRC should expand its diagnostic capability and introduce
trend analysis. NRC should:13
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(!) Make conscious efforts to analyze each inspection to
determine root causes;

(ii) Develop a set of construction performance indicators
to be monitored and evaluated by licensees and NRC;
and

(iii) Introduce indicators oriented toward measuring the
effectiveness of activities that contribute to, con-
trol, and verify construction quality.

COMMENT A trend analysis pilot program performed in
cooperation with a licensee has been discontinued. In-
stead, the NRC staf f plans to support the work of INPO,
NUMARC, and others in this area.

30. NRC should expand its practice of conducting senior-
level meetings between toenhance communications.(igg and utility management

f0EMERT: NRC staff has expanded its practice of conduct-
ing senior-level meetings with utility management and has
routinized this function in its Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance program.

31. NRC should apply the Ford Amendment Study ( NU REG-1055 )
lessons to analyze plants under construction to improve
NRC's and licenseco' diagnostic capabilities and to
better prioritize NRC's inspection efforts.13

CQBBERT: The Readiness Review Program will use the Ford
Amendment Study lessons in prioritizing NRC's future
inspection efforts.

32. NRC should apply lessons learned in management appraisals
to future CAT inspections. Current CAT inspections empha-
size hardware inspection and only indirectly touch on
management issues; this would broaden its scope.

EQ8HERT: Present NRC staff plans do not include the
implementation of management appraisals as an adjunct to
CAT appraisals. There are other ways of conducting
management appraisals that are being considered by NRC,
including SALP reviews and senior management meetings.

33. NRC should design performance directives for implementing
Appendix B of 10 CFR 50. This requires a f undamental
shif t in the program f rom compliance to performance. The
licensee would develop its own quality assurance manual
design to meet NRC's performance objectives. This would
substitute for current guldpStandard Review Plan (SRP).2gines in Chapter 17 of the
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|,

| COMMENT: Efforts are being made to increase NRC's empha-
sis on performance as well as compliance. Changes are
expected to be gradual and evolutionary. !

34. NRC should require post-construction permit demonstration
of management capability and effectiveness. Independent
third-party audits should be employed, and the licensee

. would have to show successf ul impieggntationofquality' assurance / quality control programs

f0MBERT: This recommendation has been dropped by NRC in
f avor of the Readiness Review Program.

35. NRC should hold management-level conf erences with
licensees, regarding potential enforcement action, as
soon as possible af ter discovery of a problem. Thesc ;

meetings should be the basis for exchange of information '

thatcanbeusedbyNRCineggluatingtheappropriate
level of enforcement action.

EQMMEnT: NRC does now hold management-level conferences
with licensees as soon as an enforcement item is identi-
fled.

36. NRC should institute changen in its backfitting proccan
that would clarify its regulatory procedures to 11-
censees, promote consistency and predictability, and
enhance overall plant saf ety. These changen should L

includoi ll
(1) Managers all through the chain of command should be

i made accountable for reviewers' actions.

(ii) Backfits should be reviewed f or commonality to
determine whether there are problem branches or

,

problem reviewers. l

(iii) A precedent value for licensing and backfitting
,decisions should be established.

(iv) A process f or incorporating individual reviewer
interpretations should be catablished.

(v) Existing licenses should be reviewed and exemptions
f rom Standard Review Plano (SRPs), Regulatory i

Guides, and Branch Technical Positiono should be
selected or modified, as appropriate. (Staff should.

not demand exemptions from guidance documents be-
cause they are not requiremento.)

(vi) The staf f's question-and-onswer program chould be
reviewed by NRC. Where standards exist, standard
answorn should be acceptabic, and where ponnible,

i
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Regulatory Guideo should be updated. NRC should
also take steps to accure that the Final Saf ety
Analysis Report is read by reviewere before they ask
questions of the licensee.

(vii) NRC should direct that the presence or absence of
dif f ering prof essional opinions will not affect a
manager's performance evaluation.

(viii) Management and staff should be directed to answer
letters and telephone calls in a timely manner.

(ix) Headquartern and regional staff should receive ex-
tennive training in the application of the backfit
r ul e.

(x) NRC should establish a code of ethica f or licensing
practices that should direct staff to avoid the
appearance of intimidation in carrying out its
responsibilities.

(xi) NRC should direct otaff to establish a feedback
system to assure that Commission directions on
backfitting practicos are followed.

(xii) NRC should improve Committee to Review Generic
Requirements (CRGR) control over generic backfits
by:

,

. Revising its charter to permit unilateral de-
nignation of generic backfito by CRGR, allowing
staf f 30 days to show coune why the innue in not
generic;

Requiring that plant-specific backfits applying to.

more than one plant are automatically reviewed by
CRGR;

Directing that staff not une unroviewed Standard.

Review Plana (SRPo); and

. Annuring that SRPn grandf athered by their charter
are reviewed to annure that they have on appro-
priate basis and are technically nound. (The
review chould not be conducted by those applying
the SRP.)

COMMERTS: Some of thoce recommendations are natictied by
NRC's new backfit rule. The othern are appropriate for
consideration by NHC management in the development of pro-
ceduren to implement the new rule.

37. To enhance its f ocun on naf ety, NHC should trannf or to
otheragencienrecponnibilitgesgorneveralnon-anfety-oriented functiona, nuch no 'Je
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|

(i) Need for power determinations;

(ii) Examination of alternative energy technologien;

(iii) Review of applicant financial qualifications;

(iv) Submitting an Environmental Impact Statement as
required by the National Environmental Policy Act;
and

(v) Antitrust reviews and granting of export licennen.

CQMMERT: These recommendationo were considered and re-
jected by Congress in 1980.

,

3.1.4 IhangeJLInitia.tadly CongLcu
,

| Several recommendationo addrenced changen that could be made only '

i at the Congressional Icvel. Because these initiativen would
require leginiative action, no comments are provided, but for com-
pleteneen, they are listed below. ,

1. There should be new indemnity proponals that otrengthen
incentiven f or saf ety by incorporating new schemen that

i vary premiumn and liability protection levels related to
safety perf ormance of individual utilitien and manuf act-

,

urora and ghe IcVein of safety that they build into their '

reactors.
i

!

2. Congrens should extend the grfce-Anderson Act with a cap
on total utility liability. e

3. The cost of decommincioning and nuclear wante management
should be included 90 current deductiblen in federal
income tax returna.'

,

4. Congrenn should impone an excine tax on electricity salen
by publicly owned agencien that would be the nome per- ,

, contage of revenuen that the private tower comparty would
l pay in income taxon if it were nors Ang those companien.

Congrens should reevaluate tax nubnidien given to pub-
licly owned f acilition and devulop cicar policy regarding
the role that auch entitlen should play in wholenale

t
power markets. If wholenale competition in to provide

'

appropriate incentiven that encourage leant-coat pro-
duction of electric power, the public power innue should

,

be nettled and public and private enterprisen must be
|nubject to the name tax rumarketoonthenameterma.gegandhaveacceantocapital

j

i

|

|
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4.0 UTILITY CONSOLIDATION OF RESOURCES
-

The previous chapter focused primarily on solving individual prob-
lems of utilities and their federal and state regulators. This

! chapter providen a more in-depth discussion and analysis of how a
! number of utilities undertook comprehensive efforts to addrenc

economic, management, and safety concerns by consolidating their#

resources. Nuclear power plants are large undertakings that re-
quire superior engineering and management talents; this is the

'

principle motive behind utility consolidations studied in this
chapter. As in the previous chapter, the colutions discussed

"

herein focus on resolving problems at a single source, in this
case the utility, and do not address the problem of the lack of

; integration between nuclear utilitics and their state and f ederal
regulaters caused by differing interests, incentives, and respon-

| sibilities.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF CASE S7UDIES

In this section, four cases are reviewed in which public or
'

private utilitien have consolidated their resources or have
attempted to do ao in order to build and operate electric power

; plants more economically. Each review will describe reasons for
consolidation, major events or projects in the history of the

; consolidated entity, the centralization of management and
decision-making authority that resulted, and the Icvel of una-

i nimity achieved among the project participanto. Subsequently,
lessons learned in each of the f our case studies are compared and
conclusions are drawn relevant to f uture utility attempts to

: consolidate resources. This analysis will focun, in particular,
| on how well the project participants achieved their initial con-

solidation objectiveu and on how f actors cuch an unanimity and
: centralization of authority affected their succean. The four

casen studied include (1) Yankee Atomic Electric Company, (2)
Northeast Utilities, (3) Washington Public Power Supply System,,

and (4) Empire State Power Resources, Inco r po r a ted.
.

' 4.1.1 YADhcILotomic.Electr1LCompany

The Yankee Atomic Electric Company was incorporated in Massachu-
netto in 1954, shortly after Congress enacted the federal Atomic

!
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Energy Act. The company was sponsored by several major investor-
owned utility companies in New England for the express purpose of
constructing and operating New England's first nuclear power
pl ant , Yankee Rowe. As currently constituted, Yankee Atomic is a
jointly owned subsidiary of 10 New England utilities: 30%.is
owned by New England Power Company, 25% by Connecticut Light &
Power Company,10% by each of Boston Edison Company and Central
Maine Power Company, 7% by each of Public Service Company of New
Hampshire and Western Massachusetts Electric Company, and the
remainder by four smaller investor-owned utilities serving the
New England area. As owners of the entire capital stock of
Yankee Atomic, these companies are entitled and obligated to pur-
chase the output of the Yankee Rowe plant at operating cost plus
a return on investment. Yankee Atomic also established a Nuclear
Services Division in 1968, follcwing approval by the Securities
and Exchange Commission, which performs services on a cost basis
for the Yankee plant and other plants of the sponsoring companies
(as described below), and a limited amount of work f or profit at
other companies.

The Yankee Rowe plant went into commercial operation in July 1961
af ter 25 months of construction at a cost of $43 million. It is
a pressurized water reactor (PWR) with a capacity of 175 MWe.
Af ter completion of the proj ect, Yankee Atomic decided to use the
same design and construction team to build the Connecticut Yankee
plant, a 582-MWe PWR. When completed in 1967, Connecticut Yankee
was turned over to the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company, a
subsidiary operating company jointly owned by 10 utilities, with
Connecticut Light & Power Company (a Northeast Utilities company)
in the lead.

Yankee Atomic subsequently built and brought into operation the
Vermont Yankee and Maine Yankee nuclear plants, but with dif-
ferent design and construction teams than were used for the first
two Yankee plants. Vermont Yankee, a 514-MWe boiling water re-
actor (BWR) , and Maine Yankee, an 825-MWe PWR, went into com-
mercial operation in 1972. Yankee Atomic continues to provide
engineering and nuclear fuel services to both plants, which are
operated by the jointly owned subsidiaries Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Corporation (with 13 cwner utilities) and Maine Yankee
Atomic Power Company (with 11 owner utilities) . The lead utili-
-ties f or these two operating subsidiaries are Central Vermont
Public Service Corporation and Central Maine Power Company, re-
spectively.

Yankee Atomic attributes its early success to agreement among the
project participants in support of the company's President and
founder, William Webster. Webster, who was also the President of
New England Power (the lead partner), succeeded in establishing a
position of centralized decision-making. The Board of Directors,
made up of representatives f rom each of Yankee Atomic's owner
utilities, generally deferred to him on major issues. Yankee's
Board continues to have representation f rom the major owner utili-
ties, as well as f rom the lead utilities behind the Connecticut,
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Vermont, and Maine Yankee plants to which Yankee Atomic provides
technical support on a cost basis.

4.1.2 Rortheast Utilities

Northeast Utilities is a holding company that was formed in 1966
by the merger of several investor-owned utilities, primarily in
Connecticut. Those utilities are now wholly owned subsidiaries
of Northeast Utilities and operate the company's non-nuclear gen-
eration f acilities and distribute electricity. Connecticut Light
& Power Company and the Western Massachusetts Electric Company
are the largest of several companies that now constitute North-
cast Utilitics.

Northeast Utilities' first involvement in nuclear power (aside
f rom its participation in the Yankee Bowe plant) was the develop-
ment of the Connecticut Yankee plant, constructed by Yankee
Atomic. The facility is operated by the Connecticut Yankee
Atomic Power Company, in which Northeast Utilities has a 44% in-
terest through its subsidiary, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company.
Subsequently, Northeast Utilities completed its first wholly
owned f acility in 1970, Millstone 1, a turnkey 660-MWe BWR, and
Millstone 2 in 1975, an 870-MNe PWR. Both plants are wholly
owned by Northeast Utilities and operated by its subsidiary,
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company. The company also has a 65%
interest in the Millstone 3 unit, a 1,150-MWe MVR scheduled f or
operation in 1986. Millstone 3 is owned by a large group of both
investor-owned and municipal utilities, but will be operated by
the lead participant, Northeast Utilities, rather than a jointly
owned subsidiary, as is the case with the four Yankee Atomic
pl ant s.

The consolidation of Northeast Utilities in 1966 was based on the
anticipated evolution of the utility industry toward nuclear
technology and the need to consolidate human resources to conduct
the task. The aggregation of capital also provided greater finan-
cial resources to the companies involved and a larger staff for
management and operation of generation facilities. Furthermore,
the consolidation brought together engineering and operational di-
visions under one manager. This structural change was perceived
to accelerate the decision-meking process by avoiding disagree-
ments between the two types of groups, traditionally competing
elements, and thereby to ensure that plants would receive the
necessary attention. This functional structure has evolved into
cn increasingly centralized organization over the years and is
the basis for management of the Northeast Utilities Service
Company, another wholly owned subsidiary providing services to
the company's nuclear and non-nuclear generation units.'

Following the consolidation of these companies into Northeast
Utilities in 1966, each subsidiary company was run by its own,

'

Board of Directors, with Board memberships including both company
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officers and outside Directors. This structure ensured largely
autonomous operation. Each subsidiary kept its own Chairman and
President.

The organization evolved gradually over time into a more cen-
tralized structure in response to the need for developing common
policies and minimizing conflicting interests. The first change
of major significance was the elimination of outeide Directors
f rom the Boards of the subsidiary companies in 1971. Soon after,
individuals began to. assume positions on several of the subsi-
diary Boards at one time (this involved attrition and other per-
sonnel moves). By the early 1980s, all of the Boards were made
up of the same eleven individuals. Each Director manages a spe-
cific program area and holds comparable positions within each
company where that program area is active. This helps to avoid
conflicts that might otherwise arise if each subsidiary was rep-
resented in these decisions by its own manager. The centralized
structure is also prominent at the most senior level. The Chair-
man and President of Northeast Utilities are now also the Chair-
man and President of each of the subsidiary companies. The other
14 members of the Board of Trustees of Northeast Utilities are
not of ficers of the company, nor do they have any affiliacion
with the subsidiary companies.

Northeast Utilities initially consolidated in order to increase
the resources and experience available to each participating com-
pany so that overall operations would improve. The autonomy of
each operating. company gradually diminished in order to central-
ize decision-making authority within the company. How ev e r ,
rather than merging all subsidiaries into one large correration
to achieve this, the subsidiary structure was maintained, with
separate Boards of Directors. This has off ered several benefits
in terms of regulatory jurisdictions and financial and legal
considerations. For exampl e, the two large generation and trans-
mission subsidiaries operate entirely in separate states, so that
each company's rate-setting proceedings are conducted in only one
state. The structure also provides advantages in terms of al-
lowed debt-equity ratios and the ability to finance proj ects.

4.1.3 Ha_s hinglort_Eublit EpxctSupply_Jy stts

The Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) is a public
joint operating agency created by the Washington State Legis-
lature in 1957. The purpose was to consolidate small and
average-size public power districts in the state of Washington
into an organization that could take advantage of economies of
scale in building large generation and transmission f acilities
and in using electricity f rom such f acilities.

Although not established specifically for the development of nu-
clear energy projects, WPPSS undertook a major nuclear energy
eff ort by the late 1960s because capacity shortages were expected
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in the 190as, hydroelectric capacity was al ready fully developed
in the region, and nuclear energy was expected to be cheaper than
coal.

WPSS's 17 initial member utility districts varied in size (and in
their shares of future proj ects), but each had equivalent repre-
sentation and one seat on the Board of Directors. In 1970, the
Board voted to. establish an Executive Committee, which would more
readily reflect members' interests by giving larger utilities
greater representation. Seven Executive Committee seats were
established representing Seattle, Tacoma, Snohomish County (the
largest member district), and one seat for each of four groups of
the remaining districts. Members of the Executive Committee
would be elected by the Board of Directors.

Af ter the federal Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) fore-
casted rapid growth in its Northwest market and warned of capa-
city shortages, WPPSS' embarked on' a program to develop five large
nuclear power plants simultaneously, announcing WPPSS Units 1, 2,
and 3 between 1971 and 1973 and WNP 4 and 5 subsequently. This
was undertaken with a very small internal staff: under 100 em-
ployees as late as 1972, and nearly half of them involved in
operation of the two completed f acilities. The early development
of these plants therefore relied on outside consultants, both
managerial and technical, until staffing increased (over 1,000
employees by 1978) .

Construction at Hanf ord of the WPPSS 2 plant, a 1,100-MWe BWR,
was begun in 1973, followed by WPPSS 1, a 1,250-MWe PWR also
at Hanford, in 1975. Both plants are wholly owned by WPPSS.
WPPSS-3 at Satsop, a 1,240-MWe PWR, was begun in 1978. WPPSS
has a 70% interest in Unit 3, with four investor-owned utilities
sharing the remainder. By the mid-1970s, BPA believed demand
would still outstrip supply in the 1980s and, according to a
study by the General Accounting Office, supported its customers'
participation in Units 4 and 5 and endorsed the need for addi-
tional generating units.1 Units 4 and 5 were undertaken by
WPPSS upon the request of BPA's pref erence customers. Unit 4, a
1,250-MWe PWR duplicate of Unit 1 located in Hanford, is wholly
owned by WPPSS. WPPSS also holds a 90% interest in Unit 5, a
1,240-MWe PWR duplicate of Unit 3 in Satsop; the Pacific . Power &
Light Company holds the remaining 10%.

Althcugh WPPSS represented a consolidation of resources to take
advantage of scale economics, the types of plants and their
constructors and contractors diff ered widely as shown below:
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WNP 1 WNP 2 WNP 3 WNP 4 WNP 5

TYPE IWR BWR INR IWR IWR

SJPPLIER Babcock & General Combustion Babcock & Corinstion
Wilax Electric Engineering Wilcox Engineering

.-

ENGINE.ER United Burns & Ebasco United Ebasco
Engineers Roe' Ergineers

& Con- & Con-
structors structors

OWSTWCIOR Bechtel Bechtel Ebasco Bechtel Ebasco
__

Especially among the first three plants, there was less to be
gained f rom mo"ing the construction team f rom one plant to an-
other when the plants were not standardized and the construction
and engineering teams varied.

In 1978, WPPSS expected a total expenditure of about $8 billion
on the five nuclear projects. At that time, the bond issues for
Units 1 to 3 were AAA rated by Standard & Poor's and Moody's,
while Unit 4 and 5 bonds were rated A+ by Standard & Poor's and
A-1 by Moody's. The dif f erence between the two was that BPA's
revenues were available as additional security for holders of
Units 1 to 3 bonds. (Due to a 1973 revision in Internal Revenue
Service regulations, this form of protection was not available
for Units 4 and 5.) It was believed that the bonds were well
secured in four ways: (1) the " hell-or-high-water" promise of
project participants to pay their shares, including debt service,
whether or not the projects ever operated (also known as "take-
or-pay" contracts); (2) a rate covenant by which participants
agreed to raise their rates as necessary to make good the basic
promise to pay their share of the projects; (3) the willingness
and obligation of participants to increase their payments to
WPPSS by as much as 25% if other participants failed to make
their required payments (spreading risks among participants); and
(4) for Units 1 to 3, the f ederal government would provide fi-
nancial protection through BPA revenues if the above methods were
inadequate.2

For a variety of reasons, construction costs increased substan-
tially toward the late 1970s, and delays were experienced at all
five units. With record high interest rates and a very burden-
some commitment to bondholders, WPPSS was driven into severe
financial difficulties, with cost estimates for the five projects
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escalating to $24 billion by 1981.3 A decrease in electricaldemand, following the oil price increases of 1979, further com-
plicated matters as it engendered skepticism over the need for
five very large new baseload generating units in the Pacific
Northwest. The error of building too much capacity caused the
economic penalty of construction cost escalation to be particu-
larly severe. These events shocked the participating companies
into the realization that simultaneous construction of five
nuclear plants placed too great a strain on their limited re-
sources.

The Washington State Legislature took corrective action in 1980,
passing a law to restructure WPPSS's Executive Committee. In
addition to the seven members elected by WPPSS's Board of Direc-
tors, four new members would be appointed by the governor. Four
outside members were appointed to the new Executive Board in
October 1981, but all had resigned by January 1982, citing (1)
public perception that they had legal authority to take actions
that they did not really have and (2) their concern over the
potential for legal liability.

Three of the resignations coincided with WPPSS's Managing Direc-
tor's recommendation to terminate Units 4 and 5, which was later
approved by the Board of Directors. Because BPA could not back
the bonds for Units 4 and 5 with its revenues, the bonds had to
be supported by the take-or-pay contracts with the participating
utilities throughout the Northwest. But these utilities were
enraged over the prospect of higher electric bills and reneged on
their contracts with WPPSS. The Washington State Supreme Court
ruled in f avor of the utilities in June 1983, claiming that the
utilities did not have the authority to enter into the contracts
and that, therefore, they did not have to honor them. As a
result of the loss of backing, WPPSS def aulted in August 1983 on
over $2 billion in revenue bonds that had been issued for Units 4
and 5. In May 1985, the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear an
appeal of the State Court decision by the Chemical Bank of New
York, trustee for about 45,000 bondholders.

Many of the lessons learned f rom the WPPSS experience may have
less to do with the structure of the joint operating agency as a
consolidated entity than it does with basic principles for sound
project management. WPPSS had taken on too large a task in at-
tempting to build five plants simultaneously, and contract over-
sight by WPPSS staff was inadequate. Other problems experienced
may have been a result of limitations unique to public power en-
tities, such as the WPPSS's perceived responsibility to prevent
power shortages based on the best available demand forecasts.
Still, the manner of consolidation may also offer insights into
successful project management. The member utility districts of
WPPSS shared the same overall objectives f rom 1957 until the late
1970s and had confidence in their management. Only when finan-
cial troubles developed did participants' interests diverge and

!
.
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second guessing of management begin. At the least, this
demonstrates the need to be conservative in setting investment
objectives in order to have greater certainty that all partici-
pants will be able to maintain those objectives even if their
investment priorities change. Furthermore, it is likely that the
diversity of interests among the Executive Board members pre-
vented it from becoming a centralized decision-making authority
and that this was part of the reason for state intervention.

4.1.4 Empire _ State Ppger_Resqurces, Incorporated

In 1974, the seven largest investor-owned utilities in New York
State sought approval from the New York Public Service Commission
(PSC) to form and purchase the stock of Empire State Power Re-

. sources, Incorporated (ESPRI). They intended to acquire and
construct 18,600 MW of baseload capacity in New York State worth
approximately $20 billion and to operate the generating facil-
ities through ESPRI. All new construction by these seven com-
panies would be done through ESPRI, which would eventually own
all existing plants as well.

The purpose of this proposed consolidation was to segregate new
generation into a special type of highly leveraged capital struc-
ture. ESPRI would have been 80% debt-financed and 20% equity-
financed. The sponsors claimed that this structure would enable
ESPRI to raise the capital required f or f uture generating capa-
city at a lower cost than possible by individual sponsors. They
believed that the highly leveraged structure could be achieved
for three reasons: (1) ESPRI would sell only baseload power to
the sponsors under take-or-pay contracts, (2) the sponsoring
utilities would share the risks, and (3) most impo r tant, all of
ESPRI's costs would be promptly passed through to consumers
without regulatory scrutiny, thereby guaranteeing funds for debt
service. Additional financial savings could be achieved because
a substantial portion of generating revenues would be tax-
sheltered.

Non-financial benefits resulting from economies in construction
and operation were also anticipated. In particular, a single
company building power plants based on state-wide needs could
construct the plants sequentially, it was claimed, which would
justify the hiring and training of in-house expertise instead of
having to use higher cost architect-engineer firms. ESPRI also
claimed economies f rom incremental capacity additions at optimal
scale, improved site selection, and greater diversity of fuel
choice.

The New York PSC denied ESPRI's petition in 1979 because the
guaranteed cost recovery required for the leverageremovedcompetitionandincentivesforefficiency.pfinancingThe PSC
opposed the loss of regulatory review on the grounds that "the
cost of risk is borne more properly by investors rather than
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consumers, because investors have the flexibility to make in-
vestments that diversify risk. Conflexibility in buying electricity. "gumers do not have the sameThe PSC opinion found
invalid the fundamental financial premise of ESPRI's proposal,
that automatic cost recovery would produce vast savings in the
cost -of capital at only a small regulatory cost. The opinion
states that the regulatory cost of the proposal is significant,
while its financial benefits are overstated. Regarding nonfinan-
cial benefits, the PSC praised the potential cost efficiencies
but stated that these could be achieved by a service company that
would construct and operate, but not own, power generating units.
The ESPRI proposal also met a major political obstacle in the
PSC's refusal to relinquish jurisdiction over plants in New York
to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) . This would
have been required since ESPRI would sell electricity at whole-
sale rates to utilities connected with interstate systems. The
PSC took the view that. its authority to modify expense items is
an important incentive to utility management efficiency and

,

stated that "since we remain unpersuaded that the benefits to be
realized from ESPRI are substantial, there is no good reason to
relinquish sgeneration."gpervisionatalocallevelofthecostofelectric

p

In summary, the PSC did not view ESPRI's economics as being f avor-
able to New York State ratepayers. With lower demand projected '

by the late 1970s, the urgency to find a mechanism to build new
plants was reduced. The strategy of the ESPRI sponsors was to-

seek maximal. risk reduction, but it did not realistically con-
sider the need for state control of capacity additions, rate
increases, and utility profits. Although the organizational
concept proposed was sound, these shortcomings prevented the
intended consolidation from being approved.

4.2 Lessons Learned

Several justifications have been presented for consolidating
utility resources in the four case studies reviewed in Section

| 4.1. As a general rule, the decision to consolidate is made when
it is felt that economies of scale exist that should be taken
advantage of in order to build new plants and meet anticipated-

increases in electrical demand. Describing the experience of
'

electric utilities through the 1960s, the editor of Entbam
Magaz ine recently wrote that ". . . the scale economies of_ power
production enabled them to reduce the costs of pro'ducing power,
and those economies were so accessible that even mediocre
managements could partially achieve them. "3

Instead of building smaller power plants to meet short-term de-
mand in its service area, a small utility can participate in
joint efforts to construct larger power plants that will provide
service to a wider region. Usually, an individual utility will

:
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undertake to build such a plant on its own only if it has suf fi-
cient resources to risk the investment and has a large enough
service area to absorb the new capacity in the near or inter-
mediate term. By sharing the ownership of a large-capacity plant
and spreading the investment risk, utilities can make incremental
additions to their generating capacity at a scale that they con-
sider optimal based on demand projections and their availability
of capital. In addition, by pooling their resources, the par-
ticipants may be able to improve bond ratings and have better
access to capital.

The high fixed cost of initially getting into the nuclear power
business appears to be another basis for consolidation. This
stems primarily f rom the need to develop a staff with the right
capabilities, which dif f er substantially f rom those needed for
non-nuclear generation techniques. If f acing large enough f ore-
casted growth in demand, a consolidated entity can phase in nu-
clear units sequentially using the same project team f rom plant
to plant. This could justify the hiring of an in-house design
and construction staff, a potential cost-saving measure, instead
of contracting out for engineering and construction services.
The establishment of such subsidiary service companies is a major
potential benefit of consolidation.

Other factors provide additional consolidation incentives in dif-
ferent instances. Regulatory af f airs could be simplified if the
consolidation caused the resulting entity to come under f ederal
rather than state economic regulation (states generally oppose
such transfers of jurisdiction) . Consolidation could improve the
selection of plant sites, increase the diversity of fuel choices,
or allow purchasing economies on raw materials and other commodi-
ties. Sequential construction of identical' generating units
could permit each unit to maintain lower spare parts inventories
and allow interchangeability of personnel. More important, the
opportunity to have the design and construction work teams move
f rom one similar plant to another allows these teams to move up
the learning curve and increase their efficiency and competence.
The benefits in costs, quality of construction, and time savings
can be enormous. This option was not exercised at WPPSS. Fi-

nally, as proposed under ESPRI, a leveraged financial structure
could potentially provide substantial tax savings. However, if

the company was subject to the Public Utilities Holding Company
Act (PUHCA), the Securities and Exchange Commission might not
allow high leveraging, and if the company was interstate, it
would likely be dif ficult to get an exemption f rom PUHCA.
How successful have utilities been in achieving these consol-
idation goals in practice? Is the rate of success dependent on
other factors, and to what extent? For example, is a large,
shared plant more cost-ef f ective than two or more small, in-
dependent plants, or do differences of opinion among project
participants cause delays that may outweigh the economies of

~

scale?
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The case studies reviewed in this chapter suggest that under the !
'

right circumstances, consolidation goals can be achieved suc-
cessfully by a variety of methods. Yankee Atomic, a jointly
owned subsidiary, completed f our plants at low cost that have
provided reliable power to the participants for nearly a quarter
of a century. The Northeast Utilities holding company has
achieved similar success in its development and operation of the
Millstone reactors, although it is still struggling to complete
prudency hearings on Unit 3. In contrast, WPPSS, a public joint
operating agency, made egregious errors but might have been an
appropriate form of consolidated organization. Similarly, the
ESPRI model could be well suited to the needs of some geographic
regions, although as presented in New York, it was impractical
because of regulatory and political concerns.

One important characteristic in all cases, how eve r, is that the
organization created provide a centralized decision-making struc-
ture. Although project participants may share the same funda-
mental investment objectives -- presumably why they decided to
consolidate -- centralized decision-making is important to pre-
vent disagreements over specific matters, not related to major
corporate policy, f rom causing costly delays in project activi-
ties. In addition, the opportunity to centralize the design,
construction, and operation of the plant would also result in
major savings of resources. Even in a situation where utilities
are sharing the capital costs of a project without any organiza-
tional affiliation, such centralization is important and could be
achieved if one participant is allowed to assume the lead on the
project and make the necessary decisions in a timely fashion.
However , the lead participant would have to be a major owner of .
the plant and have substantial experience and qualifications to
undertake a large project, including the ability to manage other
share owners and assure their continued participation. The
participants with smaller shares of the project would share the
same investment objectives and be willing to relinquish the lead
of authority in exchange for the chance to own part of the plant,
but,they would play a more passive role.*6 Failure to provide
centralized

"A recent ruling by a FERC administrative law judge introduces
uncertainty in this respect. New England Power (NEP) requested
a rate increase f rom FERC in 1982 to recover its $56 million
loss resulting from Boston Edison's cancellation of the Pilgrim
2 plant, of which NEP was a 10% owner. The judge scrutinized
the 1972 agreement between NEP and Boston Edison over the shared
ownership of Pilgrim 2 and found that it gave Boston Edison
complete decision-making control over the plant and protected
Boston Edison f rom liability except for severe violations of the
agr,eement. NEP argued that it needed the power and could not
have obtained it under any other terms. The judge held that NEP
could have rejected these conditions and built its own plant,
and denied NEP recovery of the $56 million. The ruling says
that joint ventures are inherently imprudent in the regulated
utility industry if the minority partner allows the majority
owner to take control of the proj ect. The ruling is currently
pending resolution by the f ull FERC.
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decision-making could prevent the consolidation goals, such as
economies of scale, from being achieved.

The key concern is that the various utility investors continue to
share their original investment objectives so that unanimity is
maintained on major policy and investment decisions. This is
more likely to be achievable if the investors' consolidate into
one large company with one management as opposed to forming a
jointly owned subsidiary, although Yankee Atomic's success is an
important exception. Regardless of the manner of consolidation,
it would be very dif ficult to overcome a lack of unanimity on
fundamental issues. Several factors could cause division among
the participants:

Changes in electricity demand forecasts for their service.

areas;

Changes in interest rates;.

Project cost overruns;.

Environmental opposition;.

Regulatory philosophies toward utilities or specific proj-.

ects (where applicable);

Utility philosophies toward regulators (where.

applicable);

Allocation of dividends (where applicable); and.

Weight of voter representation on managing boards..

The best means of preventing such factors from causing major
rifts among participants is to maintain a conservative investment
and management plan that enables participants to continue to have
the same investment objectives in spite of such potentially divi-
sive effects. The dif ficulty arises in predicting the ef f ect of
certain external factors. In light of such uncertainties, a
utility should not commit to a large share of a f acility unless
it has strong confidence, based on past difficulties that util-
ities have faced, that its resources will not be unduly strained,
possibly changing its investment priorities, if electrical demand
drops, interest rates gain, project costs increase,-or other
divisive f actors come into play. In determining the appropriate
level of subscription to a large capital-intensive facility, a
utility should make conservative assumptions about growth in
demand and interest rates (moderate growth in demand and higher
interest rates) and in the accuracy of its cost projections.

These case studies demonstrate that a conservative investment
strategy (based on lessons learned) coupled with a superior,
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centralized management plan is the best formula for utilizing
economies of scale and ensuring'that consolidation goals are
achieved. More important, a plant that is built and operated by
experienced, capabl e, skilled workers and has strong management
is more likely to have f ewer quality control problems and should
be a saf er plant. The WPPSS example reviewed in Section 4.1 had
neither of these components. The WPPSS utilitt.es over-committed
themselves to an enormous capacity expansion 1 program and did not

Jcaref ully oversee contractors. The New York State Legislature
f elt the need to intervene to restructure the organization's
managing unit in hopes of correcting a situation already out of
control.

A comparison of the regulation of public and private utilities
may help explain why WPPSS had some unique difficulties. First,
since contract bids are made public by public utilities, these
agencies may feel more constrained than do investor-owned util-
ities to accept the lowest offers. These downward pressures on
cost will. persist even though most state PUCs do not have the
authority to regulate rates charged by public utilities (only 18
state PUCs have this authority) . / Where the state PUC lacks
authority over public utilities, the authority is of ten vested in
a municipal government or other government agency in the form of
an elected or appointed board or a city council.

One final factor that may have a large impact on the ability of.
utilities to achieve consolidation goals is the size of the
organization created in the consolidation. While greater re-
sources will allow utilities to make investments that take ad-
vantage of economies of scale, it is unlikely that these benefits
can be accrued without limit. To determine the optimal
organization size, participants should review demand forecasts
throughout the region as well as long-term excess capacity
margins for each utility. Furthermore, the size of potential
participants should be carefully scrutinized so that no sponsor
subscribes to a share of new capacity unless it is aff ordable to
them. Based on hindsight, it appears that utilities have often
over-subscribed to plant capaci ty, and part of this enthusiasm
may have been based on federal promotion of nuclear technologies
coupled with a feeling that state regulators would be sympathetic
and provide a safety net through rate increases in the event that
overruns occurred. Finally, participants should place priority
on ensuring that their long-term investment objectives are
similar so that members will be able to achieve unanimity on
issues and management will be able to make decisions on~ behalf of
all participants.

The lessons learned f rom these case studies help to provide in-
sights on how effective consolidation of utility resources can
help utilities provide reliable power at reasonable costs and
with acceptable economic risks. Nonetheless, even if all utili-
ties were willing and able to take advantage of these lessons,
the problems of disaggregated interests, responsibilities, and
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incentives between utilities and their state and federal regu-
lators would remain,

t

.
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5.0 CURRENT VIEWS ON ' IMPROVEMENTS IN THE NUCLEAR
POWER DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

5.1 OVERVIEW

To obtain viewpoints of nuclear utilities and regulatory repre-
sentatives on what role the utilities, the Public Utility
Commissions (PUCs), and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
could play to alleviate some of the strains evidenced by a
disaggregated nuclear power decision-making process, IEAL inter-
viewed 14 U.S. utilities, two large architect-engineering firms,
five nuclear and/or electric utility organizations, and two
public utility representatives. To enhance the candid nature of
the material presented, we do not identify by name or organiza-
tion any of the persons interviewed. The utility representatives
interviewed were either top management executives or senior man-
agers one to two layers below the Chief Executive level. They
expressed their viewpoints f rom personal experience and, thus,
did not necessarily provide IEAL with of ficial company views.

The utilities ranged f rom those that have had very favorable ex-
periences with constructing and operating nuclear plants (and
were, for the most part, willing and able to share with or cell
their services to others) to utilities that experienced varying
degrees of difficulties in plant construction or operation.
Eleven of the utilities were investor-cwned utilities, answ ering
to their state's PUCs, while three were municipal utilities,
answering to their municipal utility boards or districts.

5.2 INDUSTRY VIEWS ON PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
,

The following viewpoints and suggestions, provided by various
representatives whom IEAL interviewed, address problems exper-
ienced by the industry and offer recommendations of actions that
could be initiated by the utilities f or resolving these problems.

The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) is well.

established in setting standards for and auditing opera-
tions management and training program certification. It

*

is in the process of establishing standards for auditing
construction and construction management.
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The Nuclear Utility Management and Human Resources Com-.

mittee (NUMARC) is vital to the future of the nucicar
industry because the . people on its staf f have commercial,.

operating experience and decision-making authority. It

can provide an ef fective and unif orm view f rom the in-
dustry that will be more eff ective in representing the
industry viewpoint to NRC than will any other nuclear
organizations. If NUMARC succeeds in its two-year trial
to improve human f actors in nuclear plants, it will not
only have gained a new measure of self regulation for the
nuclear industry, but it will also have raised the stand-
ard of perf ormance f or some of the weaker utilities to a
point of compatibility with the stronger utilities.

Industry must police itself; self-help can and must.

work. INPO and NUMARC can be an integral part of this
effort. Unfortunately, there is unequal support among
utilities for these initiatives. The poorest industry
performers, which are in the greatest need of help, are
of ten the most likely to resist INPO's initiatives. If

this problem of non-compliance or non-cooperation cannot
be resolved, INPO's credibility, from the regulator's
viewpoint, suffers.

INPO's capabilities could be developed to ensure maximum.

possible reliance on the use of utility self-audits. Sub-
ject to NRC approval, the utilities could, with INPO's
help and direction, assume some "self-regulatory" respon-
sibilities.

The fullest development and acceptance of INPO as the.

utility industry standard setter and auditor by the
industry, the regulators, and the financial community is
the key to improving nuclear power's financial manage-
ability and acceptance. INPO and NUMARC are vital to the
f uture of the utility industry and its relations with
NRC.

Some utilities expressed strong support for INPO's initia-.

tives. These tended to be utilities that had experienced
fewer problems with their nuclear plants and that were
very responsive to INPO's suggestions f or change. INPO
was praised f or its high-quality and capable staf f. Some
utilities expressed a desire for better integration of
INPO and NRC; INPO was felt to have better qualified
staff, while NRC more clout. Some utilities f elt that
INPO could be more ef f ectively "used" by NRC. On the
other hand, other utilities expressed resentment of
INPO's activities implying that they resented the med-
dling, regulatory-type INPO influence and said they were
tired of being constantly reminded of their problems;
these utilities were generally not as supportive of
INPO's activities.
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Many utilities expressed some reservations about pro-.

viding voluntary data to INPO that would later be given
to NRC; this would be data not ordinarily required by
NRC. INPO also has some potential conflicts if NRC wants
to adopt into regulation some practice or system that
INPO suggested that a utility undertake. This makes INPO
more like a regulator and less like an auditor.

Some utilities with very strong and large nuclear pro-.

grams are organized to sell their services to other
utilities, both domestic and overseas, who do not have
the breadth of experience and staff and may be in need of
additional resources. These services cover both construc-
tion management and nuclear power plant operation. The
only perceived limitation on transferring such capabil-
ities is the ability to transform the successf ul utility
" culture" to a utility that maintains a wholly dif f erent
culture. Other strong utilities with good nuclear rec-
ords have no intentions of providing services to others,
but will help out as part of normal, ad hoc industry
practice.

It is important to remember that some utilities can.

depend too much on outside help and, subsequently, never
learn what operational excellence is. This was a key
lesson learned f rom the accident at Three Mile Island in
1979. When the contractor or consultant leaves a plant,
trouble can result, especially if the changes made were
not fully supported or understood by plant management.
This can be problematic if the plant's management does
not or cannot make the necessary changes to enhance its
management structure and practices.

Utility recognition and acknowledgment of its defective.

operations and maintenance practices are key to industry
revitalization.

The existing utility industry-sponsored organizations,.

representing various electric, inv esto r-cwned, and public
utilities (e.g., Edison Electric Institute and the
Atomic Industrial Forum), are very useful organizations
for (1) exchanging technical, regulatory, and financial
information among their members, (2) developing broad,
industry-wide policy options and positions, and (3)
lobbying the Executive and Legislative Branches. They
are less useful in pursuing more narrow, specific ob-
jectives and are not organized to initiate specific bene-
ficial behavior or practices among their members. In
addition, because of their particular membership struc-
tures, these organizations would find dif ficulties in
ttying to bridge the gaps between the three primary
institutions: the utilities, NRC, and the PUCs.
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A positive, aggressive management culture is essential to.

a well-run nuclear utility. This management culture must
be oriented toward doing things right the first time and
must take a comprehensive overall look at problems and
their causes. Attention on nuclear plants should be f o-

; cused f rom the top down; Chief-Executive-Of ficer-level
! support for quality assurance and quality control con-

cepts is essential. Corporate visibility and involvement
at the plant site is also a useful means of ensuring

.
strong corporate-to-staff communication, coordination,,

and commitment.'

It is the utility's responsibility to control and direct'
.

the work of its contractors. Some utilities have found
success with incentive-type contracts that reward contrac-
tors for doing things right the first time and within

; budget.
j

Quality assurance is a critical function. Some plants
.

may have adequate funds for these programs but not the
; right means for spending it or the qualified management
| personnel to direct it.
)

Quality control people should not report to the plant.

;i supervisor but to the corporate level, where responoi-
bility for the entire project rests. Some utilities'

still have quality control people reporting to the
.

pl ant. This situation is undesirable.
I Standardized plant designs are highly desirable. One
] .

utility with multiple plants of a standard design ex-'

pressed confidence in larger nuclear units only if they
are standardized. Many utilities got themselves in
trouble because plants were not standardized; new prod-
ucts were constantly being introduced by vendors. Com-
bined with ever-changing NRC regulatory requirements, it (
was nearly impossible f or even bright, well-intentioned
employees to understand the changes going on, much less
keep track of the overall effect of these changes on the;

! plant.

Some utilities noted that they are forecasting the need ;.

| for additional power within 10 years and, thus, should be
planning now for adding capacity, but Chief Executive !

i

of ficers are holding back due to a perception of insolv- ,

;

i able regulatory, financial, and institutional problems |
that preclude prudent investment in new capital-intensive i

pl ants , including both coal and nuclear.
,

Several utilities cited the need for smaller, licensed i
.

modular nuclear plants (of approximately 600 MW) that can,

i
be added incrementally as the need for capacity grows.
However, many of these utilities also expressed the need ,
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for standardizing all future plants. There are no modern
standardized 600-MN plants that are licensed by NRC; all
standard plants are 900 MN to 1,100 MN and all the 600-MW
designs are of the earlier generation reactors that no-
body .would want to build again because of a desire to
take advantage of advances in technology that have been
made since then.

5.3 THE INTERFACE WITH STATE REGULATORS

The following comments and recommendations address the role of
state PUCs or municipal boards in relation to the utilities and
NRC. These viewpoints were obtained f rom the industry and PUC
representatives interviewed by IEAL,

The PUCs need to have better understanding of NRC's func-.

tions and the utility's responsibility to comply with
NRC's regulations. This knowledge is necessary to assure
fair and informed regulatory decision-making on rates.

Commissioners who do not have to meet any technical back-.

ground requirements can be unqualified to make decisiens
affecting the operation of nuclear power plants. In addi-
tion, where commissioners are elected, political concerns
about reelection can sway decisions toward shorter term,
less expensive options even though in the long term it
may adversely affcet plant safety, availability, or
economics. For example, several utilities cited commis-
sioners in their states who publicly stated that they
would never vote for granting another rate increase to
utilities.

Free flow of information between utilities and their PUCs.

is inhibited during rate cases because of the Sunshine
Act and mz parte rules. This situation can be very
troublesome.

Once a plant is operating, an investor-owned utility's.

biggest problem with its PUC is the disallowance of costs
resulting f rom unscheduled (or longer than scheduled) out-
ages, some of which are mandated by NRC.

PUC policies that penalize utilities if they fail to.

reach certain capacity f actors are shortsighted. A more
eff ective solution would be to help the PUCs establish
more realistic goals for performance. PUCs must under-
stand that to raise capacity factors, it is best to set
goals for a wide variety of factors such as the number of
SCRAMS, challenges to the saf ety systems, and the heat
rate. It would be pref erable, for example, to dictate
that the forced outage rate must show a year-to-year
improvement.
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Some of the smaller, rural utilities are more prone to.

having problems with their nuclear plants. The Board of
Directors tends to be self perpetuating, resistant to new
ideas, and slow to incorporate needed changes. Many of
these small companies may_not have the qualifications to
deal with complex nuclear issues. This can. create prob-
lems for utilities that get in "over their head."

There is a definite need for more interaction and coor-.

dination of ideas between PUCs and NRC. PUCs might help
because they have more f requent contact with utility
managements and their Board members and can "put economic
muscle" behind getting things straightened out.

When plant maintenance is done correctly, state PUCs can.

provide better rewards to utilities than can NRC, but
PUCs have little f amiliarity with the issues related to
maintenance. Perhaps NRC and the PUCs could work to-
gether on this because plant safety and public health and
saf ety rest on high-quality operations and maintenance.

For future plants, a consensus must be built among util-.

ity management, the regulatory community, the financial
community, and consumers that the plant is both needed
and wanted.

5.4 THE INTERFACE WITH NRC

This section contains comments and recommendations for improve-
ments in the utility and PUC interf ace with NRC. These view-
points were obtained f rom the electric utility and PUC represen-
tatives that IEAL interviewed.

Readiness reviews, which involve incremental checking or.

incremental acceptance of steps during the nuclear
plant's construction instead of having one Construction
Appraisal Team review held at the end of construction,
were viewed as an excellent joint NRC/ industry initia-
tive. This method of review is viewed as a productive
step for a utility to f acilitate useful cooperation with
NRC. This program should be expanded.

NRC should continue its efforts to resolve the late alle-.

gations problem by getting everything out in the open at
the beginning of the licensing process.

Reform of NRC's regulatory practices is not necessarily.

requi red. Instead, the utility itself should assume re-
sponsibility for its problems and should take an active
role in f acilitating better relations with NRC.
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NRC requires reporting on a lot of technical items that.

sometimes imply to the public that a disaster is pending,
when in fact, it is.not. However, NRC does not volunteer
to put these things in perspective. NRC should do this
because it has better credibility with the public com-

]pared to the utilities.

Several utilities complained that NRC's senior managers.

do not exercise sufficient control over their junior,
less experienced technical staff. For exampl e, junior
NRC staff can go to the Commission with a complaint
(so-called whistle-blowers) that can delay a license for
six months even when the allegation is f alse. There is
no accountability by these inexperienced people for their
actions. Utilities suffer both f rom loss of public cred-
ibility and f rom the delays in obtaining their license,
even if the allegations are eventually shown to be
false. They stand accused as guilty and must wait,
sometimes for months, until NRC proves their innocence.

Several utilities cited problems of non-uniformity in.

interpretation of NRC regulations between the regions and
also between regional and headquarters personnel. They
complained that there is too much freedom of interpreta-
tion by different onsite NRC staff, and appealing an
interpretation is too time consuming and costly. For
this reason, some utilities deliberately procrastinate
complying with a new requirement, waiting for NRC to
clarify its interpretations.

Several utilities cited the high turnover of NRC staff.

and the resulting lack of appropriate experience as a
major problem. These same staff members can force very
expensive changes in previously approved designs, proce-
dures, etc., without appreciation for the impact of their
actions on utilities.

There seems to be inadequate cross-function review within.

NRC, sometimes resulting in uncoordinated regulations.
For example, NRC-directed security measures at the Davis
Besse plant resulted in operators being unable to gain
access to some of the malfunctioning equipment during the
July 9,1985, loss-of-feedwater incident.

Several utilities cited a continued frustration expressed.

by their Municipal Utility Boards over never having suffi-
cient depth of justification (for costly NRC decisions)
that they can use to explain resulting cost increases to
their constituents. Boards felt that their hands are
tied, the fixed costs of a nuclear plant are high during
outages, and the saf ety benefits of some of NRC's re-
quired outages are not readily identified.
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Some utilities felt that NRC's fines are an ineffective.

means of control. Fine amounts are not prohibitively
high, but the attendant publicity is used as a weapon.
NRC should shut the plant down if it f eels that the plant
is unsafe (as the Federal Aviation Administration does
with airplanes) or make the plant operate at partial
power (if NRC f eels that it would be saf e in that
condition).

Several utilities expressed frustrations that NRC dces.

not communicate to the public any dif f erences between
saf ety and non-saf ety-related matters. This helps to
exaggerate public doubts and fears.

Some utilities said that NRC needs better management con-.

trols for the same reasons that utilities are being on-
couraged to improve their management. One representative
of an architect-engineering firm suggested instituting a
quality assurance program f or regulation. This person
reasoned, "we do engineering, procurement, construction,
operation and maintenance to approved plans and criteria
that are reviewed and monitored to make sure that indi-
vidual interpretations do not differ from intent. De-
signs are approved by licensed engineers, welding is done
by certified welders, NDE is done by certified inspec-
tors, etc. -- only regulatory review is done on the basis
of personal opinion of the reviewer."

Some utilities commented on what they perceived as an.

overly legalistic NRC licensing process. One representa-
tive f rom an architect-engineering firm stated that since
the role of lawyers in the licensing process has become
so much greater than visualized when NRC was chartered,
it would seem appropriate to convene an advisory group to
review the entire licensing process, in particular to
identify and comment on procedures or policies that dif-
fer from the basic U.S. legal system (e.g. , qualification
of professional witnesses and use of precedence).
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 THE NEED FOR CHANGE

The lack of integration in the nuclear power decision-making proc-
ess has not only created an environment where the institutional
and financial risks of building future nuclear plants are unac-

~

ceptably high, but more important, it has created the potential
for conflicts between public safety and economics. The utilities
are caught between the Public Utility Commissions (PUCs), which
are pressing for cost-reduction measures, and the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission (NRC), which has concerns only for the protection
of public health and safety and does not account for the economic
impact of its regulations. Utilities may find they have to take
actions that.in the long run could possibly be counterproductive
to plant reliability and quality assurance, and thereby to plant
safety. The conditions that led to this quandary should, thus,
be of great concern to NRC.

6.2 THE SOURCE OF CHANGE

6.2.1 .The. Utilities

Overall nuclear utility perf ormance in the last decade, from both
cost and operational perspectives, has been very difficult for
some utilities. The causes of these problems were discussed in
previous chapters. The utilities have available resources that
can or are being used to restore industry confidence in the nu-
clear option. Some promising industry initiatives are already
underway, but there is more the industry can do and should be
doing to help itself.

A limited sample of large utilities that have completed nuclear
projects with passable to excellent results suggests that there
are some limited assets that could be made available to other
utilities. This resource is largely undeveloped. Nonetheless,
some of these assets have been marketed by utilities to provide
services at unregulated market prices. The primary concern about
lending or marketing of assets to another utility is the diffi-
culty in determining if these assets could be successfully uti-
lized in another utility that could have a very diff erent corpo-
rate, economic, and political culture. At the present time, the
most efficient means of moving assets around continues to be the
company-to-company transf er of key personnel within the utility
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'untry. The effectiveness of these key personnel is highly
dependent on the circumstances of the organizations and projects
they are hired to join.

Other means of cooperation, without transferring or marketing
personnel and/or services, are also available and could be used
to enhance the exchange or sharing of assets. These include, for
example, more solid and uniform support of the Institute of Nu-
clear Power Operations (INPO) throughout all nuclear utilities.
This institution presently serves as the keystone of utility
initiatives and has been very useful in setting standards of
excellence for the nuclear industry. INPO represents industry's
efforts to police itself by using audits to pinpoint problems in
construction, operations, and management. INPO's capabilities in
auditing operations were developed early and succeeded well.
More recently, upon request from utilities, INPO also began to
provide ccustruction audits.

The Nuclear Utility Management and Human Resources Committee
(NUMARC) is another critical utility initiative that should carry
forward with its intent to assure the levels of training and ac-
creditation necessary to meet NRC standards. Since NRC has pro-
vided NUMARC with the opportunity to prove that an industry-
sponsored effort can reduce the need for detailed NRC regula-
tions, the success of NUMARC's efforts is critical to (1) proving
that the industry can assume a leadership role in assuring qual-
ity of performance and (2) proving that other industry-sponsored
programs can displace NRC regulations in other areas outside
NUMARC's scope.

| It is commonly understood that NRC, cannot successfully regulate
! quality into a utility. Industry executives recognize that the
' initiative needs to come from within the utility organization

itself. Not only will the utilities need to induce productive
changes from within, but to improve their reputation or standing
in the view of the public, the regulators and Wall Street, the
industry as a whole must also assume responsibility for improving
the performance of the weaker utilities. Industry's best oppor-
tunity to improve its image today lies in its recognition of the
need to promote corporate cultures that are dedicated to high
quality and the philosophy of "doing it right the first time."
Only when the industry is perceived to be providing the leader-
ship and follow-through necessary for ensuring excellence and
quality in all aspects of nuclear power construction and opera-
tion will NRC's role and mission of overseeing the protection of
public health and safety be able to undertake some fundamental
changes. Moreover, if utilities can attain credibility for the
prudent management of their nuclear activities, then the PUCs,
especially those less affected by political influence, will be
able to respond more f avorably to rate increase requests.

In summary, the initiative for enhancing the overall performance
of integrating a fragmented nuclear utility industry must come
from within the industry itself. Industry's overall goal should
be to assure effective management and a quality-conscious
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,

corporato culturo in all utilition constructing cnd operating nu-,

'

clear reactors. Industry self-improvement initiatives already in
place, such as INPO and NUMARC, need the fullest support and co-

! operation from all nuclear utilities. Service companies owned by
utilities with good nuclear construction records could market i

their offerings to other utilities that could benefit from their l
experience.

Existing utility self-help initiatives appear to have helped, and
; there could be other areas where this approach could be effec-
i tive. Additional self-help initiatives could be undertaken by
; specialized groups such as NUMARC. For example, industry may

want to broaden its scope beyond generic human factors issues and1

i perhaps also consider generic hardware issues. Continuing move-
,

'

ment in industry self-help initiatives is to be commended and en-4

p'

couraged. !

6.2.2 The Nucigar Regulatpry Commissign
!

In the triad of utilities, NRC, and PUCs, NRC stands out as the i

key institution. Since it controls in substantial measure what
the nuclear utilities can or cannot do and the cests that will be
necessary to comply with its regulations, the concept of insti-

;

tuting changes in NRC is worthy of attention. This may be one of ~

the most efficient means of instituting reforms, since there are
,

so many members in the other institutions.'

i
'

] Economic matters regarding rates are not within NRC's mandate,
however, recognition must be given to the fact that adverse and!

! unavoidable financial pressures induced on utilities may have
' serious side effects on plant performance and safety over the
j long run. For this reason, NRC should consider the overall eco-

,

nomic effects of its regulatory directives; to accomplish this, ,

NRC will need to coordinate closely with the PUCs. !

} One area in which NRC could initiate useful changes would be to |
develop a more aggressive program, than that currently underway

! in its Office of State Programs, that would include coordination
' and communication between NRC and PUCs on issues of common con- ;

cern. For example, this could take the form of regular educa-
tional workshops for collaborating on ideas and jointly address-,

ing problem issues, similar to NRC's program with its Agreement'

States. Requiring more formal means of encouraging communication
], might also be effective. This initiative deserves serious fur-

; ther study.

In its Ford Amendment Report to Congress on quality assurance,
NRC recognized that good management is critical to having a well--

; run and high-quality nuclear utility. However, NRC, a federal |
regulatory body manned by highly scientific, technical staff, is !

'

not especially qualified to detect and analyze management defi-
ciencies or to prescribe solutions to them. NRC could, however, j

alter its incentive structure so that good performance records
i are encouraged. A more effective approach might be for NRC to }

,
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minimizo tha regulatory burd2n by rcquiring fewer oversight and
reporting requirements for the better performing utilities.

There are several possible means that NRC could use to reward
good performers. For example, NRC is now considering reducing
routine plant inspections for those plants with good performance
records. This initiative is highly recommended. NRC might want
to undertake a pilot program with three or four of the better
performing utilities to test which incentives would be most ef-
fective in rewarding performance without sacrificing regulatory
review; ample feedback f rom test utilities would be necessary to
make such determinations.

The implementation of regulatory reform measures (such as the
backfit rule and regulatory reform legislation), which are de-
signed to bring stability and predictability into the licensing
process, should be pursued. Among these reform measures is an
effort to standardize plant designs. This is a positive step and
is highly recommended. NRC's task of instituting regulatory
reform measures will become easier if the utilities are able to
build a record of good performance. Stabilizing the regulatory
process should help NRC's relationship with industry, and in-
dustry's relationships with the PUCs and with Wall Street.

NRC should support and encourage industry self-help initiatives
such as INPO and NUMARC. In addition, industry audit and ad-
visory capabilities could by utilized to identify options for
reducing the need for detailed NRC regulations. By taking advan-
tage of this capability, NRC could simplify and streamline its
regulatory process, which if done effectively, could stimulate
less formalized communication between NRC and the industry and
enhance the public's trust in the regulatory process.

6.2.3 PubilLQtility_fQmmiraions

PUCs need to consider the long-range economic implications of
their regulatory decisions. Regulatory incentives that incor-
porate the long-range view are of ten more ef f ective in getting
utilities to make changes that resolve the source of the problem;
short-range incentives ,will of ten address only the symptoms,
cause unnecessary financial burdens, further alienate relations
with utilities, and may have adverse impacts on overall plant
reliability and operations.

Many PUCs have incorporated incentive regulations that are aimed
at (1) punishing poor Imrformers, (2) rewarding good performers,
or (3) both. Those regulations that aim at the first method but
not the second are viewed by utilities as f ar less eff ective.

The motivation behind many of the PUC prudency investigations
is very political, and it would be impractical to expect these
tendencies to wane as long as plant construction (and sometimes
operation) costs remain high. The long-held social compacts
between PUCs and utilities are apparently not always valid under
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today'c finsncial cnd political circumstanc30. Unless the util-
ities, PU Cs , and perhaps even NRC can work out alternative ar-
rangements, involving firm and legal agreements (regarding ac-
countability for costs and responsibilities for quality control)
before a plant is built, it is unlikely that any utility will |

risk building another nuclear plant under existing regulatory and
economic constraints.

For example, state certification procedures could be reviewed to
provide more guarantees that the PUC will allow the approved
plant into the rate base in exchange for agreements from the util-
ity to meet certain targets. This concept could possibly be
linked with mini-prudency reviews, similar to the Readiness Re-
view concept at NRC, whereby PUCs could provide reviews in incre-
mental stages as a plant is being built.

Finally, to facilitate the above idea, PUC representatives should
meet regularly and on a formal basis with NRC to discuss licen-
sing issues of common concern. Confidence in NRC's regulaticns,
issued to assure public health and safety, can be undermined by
careless economic regulatory incentives issued by the PUCs, which
may not be as sensitive to plant safety concepts. This need not
and should not occur. Confidence in a plant's safe operation

; should enhance the economic outlook for a plant. To ensure that
the goals of saf ety and f avorable economics complement instead of
conflict with each other, a more formal dialogue needs tc be ec-

~

tablished between NRC and the PUCs.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the conclusions reached in this report, IEAL
recommends that NRC should:

1. Support and encourage ef fective industry self-help ini-
tiatives such as INPO and NUMARC.

2. Not try to regulate in matters in which it has little ex-
pertise, such as certifying ef fective means f or managing
nuclear power plants by utility executives.

3. Continue efforts to stabilize and introduce predictability
in its licensing process; this includes a continuation of
NRC's efforts to encourage standardized plant designs.

4. Study and implement means of establishing more eff ective,
formal means of communicating with PUC representatives to
induce both institutions to work together toward common
goals. NRC should aggressively pursue this initiative to
put a halt to uncoordinated and possibly conflicting state
and federal regulatory directives given to utilities.

5. Continue its initiatives to minimize regulatory burdens on
the better performing utilities.
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6. R;cognizo thnt cdverca and unavoid:blo fin 2ncial pressur@2
induced on utilities may have serious side effects that
could reduce plant saf ety in the long run. NRC should con-
sider the overall economic effects of its regulatory direc-
tives; to accomplish this, NRC will need to coordinate
closely with the PUC's.

7. Make better use of industry audit and advisory capability
to identify options for more efficient regulation and to
ensure protection of public healtn and saf ety.

.
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